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Brrr
...
Cold weather slows work, bursts pipes

Phone
services
ready from
ACUS

Lainhart said the physical plant
Sue Lainhart, administrative
assistant in the registrar's office had looked at the heating problem
said even when the heat is on, and said a pump was out and that
Standing around in winter coats every wintry cold breeze travels they would be back to fix it They
and gloves, some attempting to under the heater and staff that have were still working on getting it up
warm themselves in front of space desks close to the heater wear their and working on Tuesday afternoon.
heaters, the staff in room 15 of the
Heating wasn't the only problem
Coates Building tried to continue coats and gloves.
the academic records/transcripts
"Ifs
not
right
that
we
should
their work of filing records and
department of the registrar's office
assisting students Monday, even have to work without any heat," had to face the first day of classes.
though there was no heat in the said Olinda Moberly, senior acadeLainhart said she was in her office
mic recorder in the academic speaking with a student when they
office.
"It's cold in here," said Kathy records/transcripts office.
heard a "whooshing" noise.
Rose, an academic recorder in the "I've worked here for 20 years
"I said "the heat must be coming
office. Tin typing with gloves on, though and there's nothing unusual back on,m she said. "It sounded like
it's the first time I've ever done that about this. I've worked here in the the noise heat makes when it starts
It makes it hard to hit the right keys summer with no air conditioning, up. The student in my office said 'I
too."
on the typewriter."
don't think that's the heat"
When the staff first arrived in
The staff covered the vents of
What followed the noise was hot
the heaters with boxes because not the morning, one of the computers water gushing from the ceiling.
only was the heat off, but cold air wasn't functioning, said Kim Lainhart said no one was hurt they
was coming out of the vents.
Alexander, withdrawal clerk in the just got some wet feet
Physical plant arrived and
registrar's office.
Anna Dbton. an academic recorder
The staff agreed that they proba- turned the pump off, saying a pipe
In the Academic Records/Transcripts
bly wouldn't have had to work if it had burst above the office, Lainhart
office, warms her feet after the office
weren't the first day of classes and said.
was soaked when water pipes burst
many students were coming to the
Monday morning.
See Cold/Page AS
office.
Amy Keams/Progress
BYJAWENEAL

News editor

BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

Assistant news editor

Missing important phone calls
because you're already on the
phone can be a drag, but now
Eastern students don't have to deal
with that inconvenience.
Three new phone services are
being offered this semester.
Students can now order three-way
calling, call waiting and automatic
call back through AT&T's ACUS
service.
The three services will cost $20
per semesfer. This fee is nonrefundable and students who
change rooms
after ordering
will have to reorder to get
the services in
the new room.
To receive
the services,
simply notify
ACUS
and
well get them
turned on,"
said Jim Keith,
director of academic computing
and
telecommunications.
To order,
just call the 800 number on the
AT&T ACUS card and punch in the
10-digit account number. The computer will recite account information and then it will give some
options.
Choose to talk to a service representative. If put on hold, don't be
discouraged, they will eventually
answer.
Once talking to a human being,
- students can simply tell the representative that they would like the
new phone services available to
Eastern students.
The representative will send an
e-mail to the code administrator
and the services should be up in 72
business hours.
The charge of $20 will be on the
next bill and is only charged once
per semester. All three services are
included in the $20.
These services are being offered
because of their popularity, said Jim
Keith, director of academic computing and telecommunications.
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No heat
sends Model
home early
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Don Knighl/Progress
Julie Carroll, a sophomore child and family studies major from Richmond,
cleans the snow off of her car Monday after a blast of arctic air dumped the

white stuff all over the state. Heat was out all over campus, as students

Model Laboratory School students got over a half day off Monday,
and it wasn't even a snow day.
The cold weather caused their
release from classes around 1030 a.m.
The heat went out sometime during the night and they (physical plant)
couldn't get it back up," said Bruce
Bonar, director of Model. They continued to work on it while we had
school but it wouldn't come back up
so we had to send the students home."
Bonar said the temperatures in the
classrooms varied, but some were as
low as 50 degrees.
James Street, director of the physical plant, said there were some classrooms that were 40 degrees.
He said the problem was due to a
corroded pipe in the mechanical room.
The coils that connect the pipes
burst, two over the art room of the
school and one over the home economics classroom. The water then
froze, causing the heat to shut down,
he said.
The heat was restored and came
back up before noon Monday, Street

ventured out Into the cold for the first day of classes.

New program to study chemical weapons disposal
BY JAMIE NEAL

News editor

An incinerator will not be built at
the Bluegrass Army Depot in
Richmond, at least not while Michael
Parker is on the job.
Parker is the head of a new program mandated by Congress, the
Assembled Weapons Assessment
Program, which was designed to look
at alternatives to burning chemical
weapons. He was in Richmond attending a meeting of the Citizen's Chemical
Demilitarization Advisory Commission
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Reminder
No classes Monday. Offices are
closed for Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
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Thursday to get input from those
involved and to speak with the group
members.
Parker also met with state regulators, local officials and depot employees.
"My purpose for coming to the
meeting was to come out to the community and meet as many stakeholders as possible," Parker said. "We need
to start opening the lines of communication and getting the stakeholders'
input on how alternative plans should
come about"
Opening the lines of communica-

tion on the subject of alternatives to
incineration is vital to the program
because of the history of opposition
the Army has received from groups
lhai have said incineration is too dangerous, according to Parker.
Some say it will be dangerous
because they believe burning the
chemicals will release nerve agents
from the weapons into the environment
The Army decided years ago that
burning the weapons was the safe and
practical way to eliminate the stockpile.
Craig Williams, member of the

Citizen's Chemical Demilitarization
Advisory Commission and member of
the Chemical Weapons Working
Group, a group opposed to incineration
as a safe way to get rid of the stockpile,
said he is "cautiously optimistic" about
the work Parker is doing.
Tm willing to give him an opportunity to (honestly look at alternatives to
incineration)," he said. "All indications
are that this is different than it has
been before. I feel it's my obligation to
give him the benefit of the doubt
"I think that historically, there has
been no opportunity for meaningful

participation of stakeholders in the
decision making. That has led to a con
frontational situation where nothing
has been accomplished.
"Now, I think in the personage of
Mr. Parker, we will see a change in
that," he said.
"Hopefully, through cooperation,
we can now move forward and accom-'
plish the goal of disposing of these
weapons in a manner that is safe and
acceptable to both the Pentagon and
the community."
See Chemical Weapons/Page A6

Michael Parker
was named director of CCEPP.

J. Slitter's Mill facing possible ABC suspension
BY JAW

Mm

News editor

Soon students wanting to take a trip
down to J. Suiter's Mill to dance the
night away, have a drink or two or meet
up with some friends wiD be out of hick.
A representative from the bar was
to appear at a hearing in front of the
Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control on charges of withholding
taxes from the Commonwealth of
Kentucky Revenue Cabinet, allowing
minors on the premises, serving
alcohol to those underage, failure to

make 50 percent or more of the
gross through food sales and failure
to maintain adequate records.
According to a letter from the
ABC, officers also found that the bar
had "draft beer name brand tabs ...
not hooked up to the corresponding
brand beers."
The letter also states the licensee
"permitted patrons to wager, win and
lose money on college and professional football and basketball games."
Carol Czrrr.puboc'mfonnarion officer
for the Kentucky Protection and
Regulation Cabinet said the bar was fac-

ing a penalty of 50 days suspension, but
the bar opted to pay a penally of $1375 to
have the suspension reduced to 25 days.
"It is likely the order will go out
tomorrow (Wednesday)," she said.
"Of course, they wul have 30 days
after the order has been issued to
appeal the suspension."
Czirr said the 50 day penalty originally issued to the bar was neither
lenient or strict; she said it was pretty
rwrmalfortlierfltoreofthevwlattons.
Alan McDonald, manager of J.
Suiter's Mill, declined to comment
The Phone 3 Lounge was also to

have a hearing that was set for Jan. 7
in Louisville.
The hearing has been postponed
until March 11 since the Revenue
Cabinet still hasn't received the
lounge's tax money, said Czirr.
Failure to pay taxes was one of the
violations that had Phone 3 attending
a hearing to begin with.
They still haven't filed their quarterly taxes as far as the ABC knows,"
Czirr said.
Phone 3 owes the Revenue
Cabinet $3,630.74 for withholding
the taxes. The lounge also faces five

other violations.
Alex Gale, manager of Phone 3,
said he has worked out the money
situation with the Revenue Cabinet
Violations include allowing
minors on the premises, serving
liquor to those under age, failure to
have a retail alcohol license posted
prominently and failure to maintain
adequate records.
The licensee is also charged with
having distilled spirits, not purchased from a licensed Kentucky
wholesaler, on the premises for the
purpose of selling.

Mary Arm Lawrence, editor
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Perspective
► Editorials

Spring Cleaning
New semester means
time to take look at
some needed changes

take care of this 20-year-old miscarriage of history.
Student Senate

Student Association President
Melody Mason
new semester calls for a new
called last semesresponsibility and a renewed
ter a "formative"
commitment to higher educasemester in which
As we look forward, there are issues her organization
strove to align
to be discussed and ideas formed in
itself with state
previous semesters to be acted upon.
organizations
With this comes opportunity. A
like the
chance to do some spring cleaning —
to get rid of the dust and cobwebs that Kentucky
Board of
hang on the proposals of yesteryear
and begin afresh with enthusiasm and Student Body Presidents and took
steps to actively attend Council on
action.
Higher Education meetings in
To this end, we offer to remind the
students, faculty and administration of Frankfort. The organization also, she
said, had many resolutions and prosome good intentions from the past
posals in the works for the coming
that need to be taken out of the attic
semester.
and aired out.
If s great to see an active involvement
with state government, and we hope mis
Jonathan Truman Dorris Museum
semester the senate will be able to turn
We realize a museum on campus
may not pay for itself, but the artifacts the energy invested on the state level
into opportunities for a better Eastern.
boxed away in the Perkins Building
Last semester, the group endorsed
deserve to see the light of day. Those
the Residence Hall Association's parkartifacts are links to a time forgotten
ing proposal that passed through the
and should be put on display someadministration
somewhat altered and
. where for people to look at and learn
performed its standard tasks of
\ from.
*
cosponsoring the Channel 40 Movies
If the budget will not allow for
and producing and distributing the
the museum to be reopened, then
campus
phone directories—smartly
the university should negotiate to
adding the student handbook and esell or donate the items to a
mail addresses to the publication.
museum that would put
Hopefully, this semester the senate
, them on display.
will be able to continue to seek an
In the coming
active role on campus, with their work
semester, the
to firm up proposals to improve camuniversity

A

i should make

an effort to

pus lighting, extend library hours during finals week and update computer
programs on campus.

ty, and we hope the university will be
open about its plans for the use of the
facility.

UNA
The Residence Hall Association,
after seeing one of its parking proposal
severely altered
before passage
late last semes_ ter.RHAhas
Indicated intentions to once again
look at the parking
situation during the
spring term.
Their other plans in the works, such
as providing a bike storage area for
residents and looking at changing
another hall to coed should keep the
organization busy.
In addition, we urge the association to
take careful measure in helping the dorm
redesign ideas—ideas that were submitted by students last semester—to be
placed in front of university administration and taken seriously. Nothing should
be taken as seriously as student input

Restructuring

With the retirement of long-time
university administrator Joseph
Schwendeman, the university has
decided to abolish the vice-president
of administrative affairs post and divvy
up the responsibilities, including physical plant and academic computing,
between several entities.
The key now lies in making sure
this first semester of restructuring
runs smoothly. The consistent job
Schwendeman did coordinating the
diverse group of administrative affairs
deserves to continue.
Careful observation of this semester
could help make sure that the restructuring produces efficiency and not an
overcrowded series of administrative
channels.
Every operation has its share of speing cleaning to do every year, and the
Eastern community is no different.
But change for the better requires a
strong commitment from all involved,
including students.
Wellness Center
Write to us and let us know what
Designs for the $4 million classtype of spring cleaning you'd like to
room/wellness center are slated to be see happen this semester and what
submitted to the university this month. programs you'd like to see restarted or
The building will house classrooms
started for the first time.
for the College of Health, Physical
Letters for suggestions for making
Education, Recreation and Athletics.
sure this spring is a success will be
Robert Baugh, dean of the college, will published during the next three
make recommendatioijs for the design weeks.
of the building and plans to suggest
Send your letters to the editor at 117
strength and conditioning areas as
Donovan Annex, or e-mail to
well as an area to house the Athletic
progress@acs.eku.edu.
Training Department. The building
will be an asset to the sports communi- ~
ty, and we hope the university ,will be

SEEKS Working gives needed break from school

The Eastern Progress will publish
clarifications and corrections when
needed on the Perspective pages.
It you have a correction, please
send it to the editor in writing by
noon Monday before publication on
Thursday.
The editor will-decide if the cor■ rection deserves special treatment,
* or needs to be in the section in
'. which the error occurred.
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Aaaah ... back to the grind of school.
It's time for classes to begin, for
homework to be
piled on, for work to start
back up and for the laziness
of approximately three
weeks of holiday break to
end.
For some students, going
home for the holidays
means sleeping late, some
good, homemade food, seeing the family and catching
up with friends that are still
back home.
Not me.
JAMIE NEAL
I do go home to some
My Turn
very nice people, but I also
meet up with screaming
children, people who want to argue about
everything and anything imaginable - even
if they know they're wrong, thieves who you
would never expect to be thieves, people -*
with absolutely no patience and even some
people who seem to be sweet as sugar until
something doesn't go their way.
Thaf s when it gets really scary.
No, thankfully this isn't my family or any-

one I know personally. These are the people
I do spend most of my break with though.
They are department store customers.
Every holiday break since I began
attending college, I have gone home and
worked at a local department store as a
check-out operator (this really means
cashier who does price-checks and
everything affiliated with working with
customers) for extra money and to keep
myself from sitting around watching
soap operas and eating everything in
sight
The department store will remain
nameless for fear they won't let me
work there again next break if they
were to see how I just described the
■ people I deal with while working there.
Hardly anyone I tell this to ever
understands why I would go home for a
break just to turn around and go to work
some more.
•*" I have my reasons.
The money, of course, is one of the
biggest reasons, but there are advantages
(believe it or not) to working at a department store while on break.
For one, working at this department

store isn't the same as going to school. As
bad as it sounds to say this, it doesn't take a
whole lot of studying and thought to work
there. So, while it isn't laying around at
home doing nothing, it is still a break from
studying, work at school and tests.
This is another of the reasons I continue
to apply for this job every break. It gives me
a chance to do something I don't do on a
normal basis, to be in someone else's shoes
for a while.
I also like the other people that work
there. I went to high school with some and
if s nice to be back in the atmosphere of
being at home, surrounded by people I grew
up with or went to school with once upon a
time. There are some people that work
there that are younger than me and some
that are older than me but the familiarity of
them being there every time I come back
keeps me wanting to come back. I have
become friends with these people who
always ask me what I'm doing back at the
store again every break.
I even see certain customers every
break. I see parents of my friends, friends,
acquaintances and some faces that are just
familiar because they come into the store all

the time.
On the other hand, I can't imagine doing
this job for the rest of my life. Although you
don't have to have a degree to work there, it
is an exhausting job. My feet hurt when I
come home at night and if s hard not to get
a headache with all the hustle and bustle of
customers Christmas shopping, some who
act naughty and some who act nice. The
ones who think everything is 50 percent off
are the worst And I wouldn't exactly make
millions of dollars while working there
either.
I'm thankful to be able go to school and
work at a different kind of job, too. I always
think if s so great that the people who run
the store let me work just while I'm on
break.
I, just like almost every other student
dread returning to school. But after working
this job for a few weeks, I'm always thankfu 1
that I have the opportunity and support of
my family to go to school and choose to do
almost anything I want to when I graduate.
And although I choose to attend school,
if s always nice to get away for the three or
four weeks of break, even if they do seem to
go too fast

► Campus Comments

Q. What
will you
remember
most
about
1996?
Nam*: Roderick Forsythe
Age: 19
Major: electrical engineering

Name: Coley Ballard
Age: 18
Major: undecided

"Whan I transferee! to EKU from
UK. It was a big change."

The fun I had considering rt
my first semester of cofcega.'

Name: Dustin Doyle

Age: 18
Major: computer science
"I want to tha Bahamas on a
cruise."

%

Name: Jenny Brower
Age: 23
Major: special education
"I guass losing the football game to
Murray State In the last few seconds.''

Stereotypes pave tough road for women
Once a friend of mine said to me, "Ifs saw a woman use her feminine wiles to
so hard to be pretty; no
get out of a speeding ticket or get a little
one ever takes you seriextra of whatever it is she wants.
ously."
I would think to myself how
"C'mon," I said, "you get plenmuch harder it was going to be
ty of extras that others of us
for me to defend women's rights
don't. Men tripping over memthe next time someone said
selves to open doors for you, fix
something about women being
your car for you, take you out
catty or conniving.
and buy things for you. The
The thing is, though, my
truth is you don't take yourself
friend isn't being catty or connivseriously."
ing. She's simply doing the best
It was true. The girl flaunted
she can to make the best life she
her sexuality HR* those women
can for herself.
My friend uses her sexuin country music videos. "Oops,
MARY ANN
ality to even the score. She may
my shirt is all wet Guess I
LAWRENCE
not be the brightest star in the
shouldn't have been lying so
Dttalli
night sky, but she knows that if
close to the waves. Look at them
she uses her looks, things hapwashing over my breasts."
pen for her.
Every time I see one of those videos, I
Other women use their brains to get
catch myself mentally ticking off another
ahead. And others, use various talents to
time 111 hear a man say, The only group
that gets discriminated against in America achieve their goals. All people use whatever talents they have to make the world go
is the white male."
round, as they say.
It used to really get me riled when I

► Sticky Like Glue: By Victor Cuellar

The sad thing in all of this is it shouldwomen have to do twice the amount of
n't matter that some girl showcases herwork a man would do to get recognized
self for the world to see. That shouldn't
for it
reflect on the whole female population.
And because of stereotypes, women
But it does.
-who attain high positions in business, govEvery day we hear generalizations
ernment and civic organizations feel
about women: all women go to the bathadded pressure to succeed.
room in groups, all women drive maniacalI read this quote somewhere once, and
ly, all women put on makeup while they
I'm not sure who said it. "When I do somedrive.
thing, I must do it very carefully, because
None of them lead anyone to believe
I must remember that if I fail, people will
that many women are stable, capable
not say she failed, but a woman failed."
human beings that take responsibility for
I was witness to a conversation the
the upbringing of our children, the stabili- other day that really made me wonder
ty of our homes and the financial security
what it is like to be a man. Two men were
of our families.
talking about the presidency. They were
Instead, women are portrayed stereoarguing over which would be president
typically as a men-chasing, men-bashing,
first — a black or a woman.
frivolous, petty, weak species.
I'm not saying that all women are one
The following is a paraphrase of that
way or the other; I'm saying that women
conversation.
are individuals. And, in a perfect world,
First Man: "No way would a woman beat a
each one would be judged on her own
black man. Look at Colin Powell. I'd have
merits.
voted for him."
It's not a perfect world and as it is, most Second Man: "I don't know. Remember
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But when it begins to demean the office
of the president, something has gone too
far.
In addition, when news of sexual harassment begins to seep out from the armed services, it means a few individuals' problems
cast a black cloud over other decent
Americans who are fighting for our freedom.
We talk about whaf s happening with the
president and the accusations facing the
armed services as though it's a far-distant
problem.
It's easy to sit in an American living
room and say, "Look at her, accusing the
president like that," or say, "I've never
trusted Clinton; she's probably telling the
truth."
The fact of the matter is that if s not just
Paula Jones vs. Bill Clinton, but a problem
America created is on trial
A problem like sexual bias or sexual
harassment isn't indigenous to government
or the armed forces, nor was it created solely by those individuals involved.
They are problems which exist in the
biggest cities and in the heartland, and
we've all helped create them.
Now it's the bed we have to sleep in. and
the problem we have to sleep with.

M

First Computer Solutions

626 -1161
Now close to campus

TOelcome 7§>ack

129 South First Street

Bring this coupon to

Imagine growing up with female presidents for role models, instead of wondering if a woman will ever be in the White
House. Knowing that one day you could
be president because other people like
you have been.
I was brought up to believe everyone
was equal. Man, woman, black, white — it
didn't matter, because God made everyone equal. Everyone is equal, they're just
not treated that way.
So what if women use flirting to even
the score just a little. No harm done?

Sex scandals for Clinton,
military are sadly American
Sex.Sa.
harassment case, which has made it to the
Sex, sex, sex-sex, sex.
Supreme Court.
SEX.
The debates raged on political talk
shows earlier this week about whether or
By reading the above passage you've
not the president should have to face a civil
just spent about five seconds studying die
American psyche.
suit that might interfere with his ability to
do his job.
With the graphic nature of
Others have argued that since the
sex in music videos and the
alleged harassment happened prior
topic of every Maury Povich
to Clinton's 1992 movement into the
and the Montel Williams Show
White House, there are now new
centering around a lover's spat
circumstances which must be conthat turned violent, it's no secret
sidered.
what America is willing to think,
Along with the commander in
talk or read about at the drop of
chief facing charges on the sex
a hat
scene, the Army was tied into a sex
Sex.
scandal.
The days of whispering
The armed force is facing accusaabout sexuality behind closed
tior 'tr leniency in handling interidoors are a distant memory —
or SLA crime cases. According to a
TIM Mo LLETTE
it's mainstream America.
Sovon Turns
Dayton Daily News report, the army
But television is bunk.
■Basal handed out lenient sentences to
If sex, or the possibility of it, ■»*»■■
individuals accused of rape and
were only limited to television,
child molestation.
no problem.
These examples are where the line must
However, that's not the case.
be
drawn.
The commander in chief, king of the
_^If popular culture's marriage with sex is
free world and No. 1 Arkansas basketball
going to provide fodder for the Gordon
fan Bill Clinton is accused in a sexual
Elliot Show, that's one thing.

Nobody* reaches
EKU like we do!

Geraldine Ferraro? A lot of people thought
she would be president someday."
First Man: "Yeah, and where is she today?
I say no way. Everyone's too afraid of getting nuked."
Second Man: "What*s that got to do with
anything?"
First Man: "Well, if a woman got in the
oval office, we'd all walk in the fear of
PMS. Her Midol quits working and goodbye Texas!"

Inside the Water Street Mall across from Post Office & Pace's

Take tlie short walk to Quality and Service
Prices start at $650."
(monitor not included.)
Consultations - Installations - Service
Technical Support - Training and Upgrades
Word Perfect 7.0 and Medical Dictionary Available
Visa/Mastercard and American Express accepted
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10a.tn.-6 p.m.. Sunday noon-6 p.m.

Students

NOW OPEN

Madison County
Crisis Pregnancy Center
There's hope
because there's help.
624-3942
I r no answer, call
1-800-822-5824
Regular Hours
Tuesday and Wednesday
9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
and Tuesday evening
by appointment.
316 Osri Lane Richmond, KY 40471
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FREE reg WASH
w/ purchase of one.
save $1.25
1 coupon per visit.
(except Tues. & Sun.)
Expires 2-21-97.

TUESDAYS
751 reg. WASH
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

TANNING SPECIAL

r

DAIDT
LUNCH SPECIAL
$5.95

10 visits - $20
5 visits - $12
1 visit $3
623-5014
Eastern Bypan by Super 1
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BREAKFAST
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Here to serve your needs.
• plenty of new and used textbooks
• school supplies
• clothing items
•art supplies

BURGERS

SALADS
2 for 1 Drinks 4-7 Everyday
(Excludes Beer and Wine)
Located on Bill Hill Avenue
626-1800 (Carry out available)

A

Store hours
Monday — Friday 8 am - 5 p.m
Saturday 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

► News Briefs
Compiled by Aryssa Bramlage

Trees cut to make
room for cameras
The new cameras that have been
installed to survey various areas of
campus are being obstructed.
When the trees begin to bloom
in the spring, some of the cameras
will be blocked by the foliage, said
Tom Lindquist, director of public
safety.
To help curb the problem, trees
on the perimeter of Jones Lot,
Lancaster Lot and Burnam Lot will
be trimmed back. None of the trees
will be cut down; the foliage will

simply be cut back.
The trees in the Ravine are not
going to be touched.
"We would have to take everything out of the Ravine to fix the
problem completely," Linquist said.
"We knew of this problem when we
started, but there's no way around
it"

Art stolen, returned
Eastern's art department was
the victim of vandalism just before
winter break.
Approximately 50 pieces of

ceramic art were taken on the
morning of Dec. 20 from the
ceramic art room in Room 101 of
the Campbell Building.
According to a report from public safety, the combined value of
the art was approximately $1,000.
The art taken was student art
from different art classes, said Joe
Molinaro, associate professor in
the art department
Holly Miller, an art student and
witness, said she saw a dirty white
van around 7:45 that morning and a
male bringing some boxes to it
She said he looked to be in a

rush and kept looking around him
to make sure no one else was looking at him.
Miller said that none of her art
was stolen because it hadn't been
fired yet
Melissa Beach, in a police
report, recalled seeing a woman
carrying boxes out of the ceramics
room.
"We hoped that by alerting
more people to the fact that stolen
goods were out there, they'd be
less likely to buy something like
that," Molinaro said after the
Richmond Register published an

article on the theft
A couple of days after the article
was published on Christmas Day,
Eastern's Division of Public Safety
received an anonymous phone call
about the theft
The call stated that several
boxes belonging to Eastern's art
department were in front of the
Goodwill Store on the bypass,
according to the police report
The art was recovered and
given back to the students who had
made it
"Someone probably saw the article and got scared because they
realized what they had was stolen,"

Molinaro said.
The students have their art back
and can decide for themselves
what they want to do with it, he
said.

Library to give
recogntion award
Individuals who have helped the
Eastern libraries may be eligible for
the Library Recognition Award.
Created by last year's libraries committee, the award will be given to
those who attempt to improve the
libraries on campus.

► Police Beat
Compiled by Alyssa Bramlage

The following reports have been
filed with the universtiy's division of public safety.
Dec. 7

David J. Gottorff. 21,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with disregard of a traffic
control device and driving with a
suspended operator's license.
Anthony E. Johnson, 22, Pace,
Fla., was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence of
intoxicating beverages.
Robert Myers, Begley, reported
an oder of smoke from Begley
Room 144.
William P. Schat, 41,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with wanton endangerment, failure to comply with a
police officer's signal and driving
under the influence of intoxicating
beverages.

bookstore to be sold.
Dec. 11
Edward Kwak. Todd, reported
his bicycle was stolen from the
Todd Hall bicycle rack. It was
recovered damaged.
Dec. 12
Kenneth R. Scobey, 21,
Lawrenceburg, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Gordon M. Worren Jr., 22,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Robert D. Miranda, 18,
Lexington, was charged with display or possession of a cancelled or
fictitious operator's license.
Dec. 13

Mary Hankinson, Richmond,
reported a cellular phone stolen.

Dec. 14
Joshua J. Strobel, 20,
Dec. 8
Martin F. Rankin, 26, Knoxville, Tenn., was arrested and
Richmond, was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication
charged with alcohol intoxication.
and disorderly conduct.
Bradley L. Nelson, 19.
Neth T. Jones, 21, Winchester,
Madisonville, was arrested and was arrested and charged with alcocharged with failure to illuminate hol intoxication and disorderly conheadlights and driving under the duct
influence of intoxicating beverages.
Ty M. Ignatz, 20, Cincinnati,
Ohio, was arrested and charged
Dec. 9
with alcohol intoxication.
James A. Coleman, 21,
Steve Stauffer, Commonwealth,
reported a television was stolen M'ji • ungo, Wis., was arrested and
from the second floor lobby of chTge ' ' h alcohol intoxication
Commonwealth Hall.
and disorderly conduct
Daniel Hall, Richmond, reportLewis Smithers, Arlington,
ed his calculator had been taken.
reported someone had broken into
Steve Stauffer, Commonwealth, the golf cart storage area and drireported smelling smoke coming ven the carts onto the course, damfrom the trash chute of aging it considerably.
Commonwealth Hall.
Dec. 15
Dec. 10
Joseph A. Wethington, 20,
Christopher K. Brown, Richmond, was arrested and
Richmond, reported two text books charged with improper equipment
being stolen from him. Later, one of and driving under the influence.
the books was brought into the
James H. Brogan, 32, Paint

Lick, was arrested and charged
with driving left of center and terroristic threatening.
Barry Lee, 18, Richmond,
reported his CD player stolen.
Dec. 16
Trisha Gross, 21, Richmond,
reported someone had scratched
the driver's side of her vehicle.
William Schulz, 61, Richmond,
reported his calculator stolen from
his office.
Dec. 18
Kirk Jones, Richmond, reported that a microsoft mouse and electric stapler were stolen from
Wallace Room 444.
Robert Burton, Richmond,
reported a disturbance at Vickers
915. Kevin Johnson and Kara Keen
had a domestic dispute and left a
five-year-old child unattended. No
charges were filed, but the child
was placed in the custody of his
mother, Lynn Johnson.
Julie M. Ziegler, 22, Hoffman
Estates, 111., was arrested and
charged with driving under the
influence and disregarding a stop
sign.
Dec. 19
Carl Alan Graves, 20.
Richmond was arrested and
charged with going the wrong way
on a one way street and driving
under the influence.
Troy Eugene Byrd, 19, Waco,
was charged with possession of
alcohol by a minor.
Rodney S. Jones, 18,
Richmond, was charged with possession of alcohol by a minor.
Brad Roberts, Richmond, was
charged with possession of alcohol
by a minor.
Jared Perry, 19, Covington, was
charged with possession of alcohol
by a minor.
Jerad E. Reynolds, 18,

LANE'S HAIRSTYLING
•Single Tan Visit $150
• 5 visits $10
•10 visits $19
• Unlimited visits for 1 month $29
•Brand new 7 ft Wolff Tanning
Beds
No coupon neccessary for tanning.

•Matrix ESSENTIALS
•Perms $45
•Highlights $30
•Foil Highlights $45
•Set of Nails $25
•Nail Balance $15

Valid only with coupon.

Mon •Fri. 10 am-8 pm.'Sai 10 a.m.-6 pm, Sun. 1 pm-5 p.m.

606-624-1181
J

120 S. Keeneland Dr.
behind All State, beside Cellular One.

J

l icturer'erfectl hoto T
J

/

:

: FAST PHOTO LAB AND STUDIO =Z

~ ^J^

2130 Lexington Rd. • Suite C • Harper Square
Richmond, KY 40475 • 606-625-0077

• One Hour Photo
Finishing
• Slides Overnight
• BAV Developing
• Film
• Portraits
• Camera Repair
• Copy Work
• Portfolios
• Fraternity &
Sorority Functions
.

All EKU Students
& Teachers Receive

OFF
with E.K.U. I.D.

mm

Booneville, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication,
possession of drug paraphernalia,
possession of marijuana and possession of alcohol by a minor.
Jason Allan Hunt, 24,
Flatwoods, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Dec. 20
Travis Burgan, Brockton,
reported his wallet had been stolen.
Mark Sems, Todd, reported
smoke coming from the trash chute
in Todd Hall.
Dec. 21
Charles B. Waiganjo, 26,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with driving under the
influence and driving on the wrong
side of the road.
Dec. 22

Tina Byrd, 26. East Bernstat,
was arrested and charged with driving under the influence.
Jennifer E. Trivette, 19,
Lexington, was arrested and
charged with criminal trespassing
and alcohol intoxication.
Jan. 2
William Smith, Richmond,
reported a candy machine in
Begley Building had been broken
into.
Bill Weakley, Richmond,
reported two physical plant trucks
had been damaged.
Don Hisle, Richmond, reported
the guard shack in the Jones Lot
had been damaged.

Jan. 5
Dave Hackworth, Richmond,
reported that some damage had
occurred to some physical plant
trucks.
Jan. 6
Nitesh
Vallabh,
Commonwealth, reported $200
stolen from his dorm room.
The following reports appearing in "Police Bear" have been
resolved in Madson District
Court. These follow-up reports
represent only the judges decision in each case.
Thomas D. Parks, 27,
Lexington, was found guilty of driving under the influence and was
fined $457.50 and must attend an
alcohol awareness class. The
charge of improper registration
plate was merged.
Edward J.
Long, 21,
Richmond, was found guilty of
alcohol intoxication and fined
$71 50.
William
Murrell,
22,
Richmond, had his charge of operating under a suspended license
amended to not having a license in
possession. He was found guilty
and fined $97.50.
Johnathan M. Barnard, 20,
Harrodsburg, was found guilty of
alcohol intoxication and fined
$71.50.
Nora E. VanWinkle, 32,
Berea. was found guilty of failure
to yield right of way and fined $25.
Her charge of failure to have a

license was dismissed; she was
found guilty of driving under the
influence and charged $457.50.
Theodore
Nicklas. 52.
Somerset, was found guilty of driving under the influence and fined
$461.50.
James H. Brogan, 32, Paint
Lick, was found guilty of crossing a
divided highway and terroristic
threatening. His fines combined to
$230.
Joseph Wethington, 20,
Richmond, had his charge of
improper equipment merged with
driving under the influence, was
found guilty and fined $461.50.
Carl Alan Graves, 20.
Richmond, was found guilty of driving under the influence and fined
$457.50. His charge of driving in
the incorrect lane on a divided
highway was dismissed.
Robert D. Miranda. 18.
Lexington, was found guilty of possessing a canceled or fictitious
license and was fined $162.50.
Bradley
Nelson,
19.
Madisonville, was found guilty of
failure to illuminate headlamps and
all unlisted traffic offenses. His total
fine was $482.50. His charge o dri*
ving under the influence was
amended.
Martin Rankin, 26, Richmond,
was found guilty of alcohol intc \ication and spent one day in jail.
Anthony E. Johnson, 22, Pace.
Fla., was found guilty of driving
under the influence and fined
$457.50.
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Cold: Bad
weather
makes for
heat loss

RHA to look at new coed dorm
Ti MOLLETTE
Managing editor

BY

which will be looking at converting
another dorm to coed living to go
along with Dupree, Todd and Martin
Halls, said Jim Harmon, policy chairperson for RHA
There is also a possibility that the
new coed hall would be for honor and
nontradrtional students.
"We soil have some surveys to do to
see if the interest is there," Harmon

After watching*lts parking proposal
to increase safety and convenience for
resident parking be altered, the
Residence Hall Association will look at
the parking situation again later this
spring as part of its tentative plans for
spring.
^^
RHA President Mike
Lynch said the Student
Along with looking
Association has set aside
at another coed living
RHA
a 10-member committee
arrangement, RHA has
to help assist RHA in furMeetings begun preliminary work
ther examining parking
on supplying better storRHA meets at
on campus.
age areas for residents'
4:45
p.m.
on
"The parking situation
bicycles.
still isn't dead," Lynch
Mondays.
University policy
said.
prohibits bikes from being
.Before looking at
in individuals'
pajddng again, RHA has two other rooms, butstored
Harmon said the RHA
mapr policy issues to focus on, one of would like to supply one room in each

residence area for bikes to be stored
in.
"There have been some problems
with bikes being stolen and outside,
they get rain or snow on them,"
Harmon said. "Ideally, we'd Eke to see
people in private rooms take their
bikes up to their rooms and people
who share a room to use the bike
room."
Some work still needs to be done
to locate a room in each area to be
used as bike storage, he said.
Along with the bike room and coed
possibilities, an act for establishing a
community room for Brockton could
be written as early as next week,
Harmon said.
They really don't have anything
like that in Brockton," Harmon said.
"If d be nice for them to have a game
room like the towers (Dupree and
Todd) have."

From Pag* 1A

► Student Association

Plans include food evaluations
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

Assistant news editor

The Student Association will be
busy this coming semester attempting to improve campus life.
In February, the Kentucky Board
of Student Body Presidents is sponsoring the Kentucky Student
Government Leadership Conference
at the University of Kentucky.
Melody Mason, student body president at Eastern, is president of the
Kentucky Board of Student Body
Presidents.
The Board is using the dues each
member pays to sponsor 10 delegates
from each university at the conference.
At the conference, the delegates
will attend workshops, listen to various speakers and exchange ideas
with other schools to help improve
campus life.

Student Association also has plans college. This makes them more
to expand Eastern's shutaccessible to their inditle service to all students—
vidual colleges, Mason
not just female students.
said.
Mason said.
She said the senate
She said the senators
also intends to extend
also will continue to work
library hours during final
Student
on bringing child care to
exams, to improve the
campus.
Association
quality of computers on
At the beginning of
campus and to extend
meets at 6 p.m.
February, they will hold
computer lab hours.
Tuesdays
in
the
vacancy elections to elect
For the first time in
Powell Building
new senators. Later in the
about 10 years, the
semester, they will hold
I Senate has formed a
Spring Fling to elect execFood Service Advisory
utive officers.
Board. The board consists of Melody
In order to be in Student Mason, Molly Neuroth and 10 senaAssociation, a student now has to tors.
have a 2.5 as opposed to the 2.25
"We will work with Greg Hopkins
grade point average from before.
(director of food services) to evaluate
A senator is also required to hold food service from the quality of the
one forum per semester in their col- food to the prices and more. Mason
lege to discuss topics relevant to their said.

Meetings

Don Kmghl/Progress

Walking in the Snow

Jennifer Holden (left), a freshman finance major from Louisville, and
Mike Mikula, a senior mass comunications major from Winchester,
walk quickly to limit exposure to the extreme cold temperatures.

Numbers high for those registering by phone, registrar says
BY LANCE YEAGEB

Contributing writer

I

While registering for the spring
semester, students enthusiastically
welcomed the birth of the Colonel
Connection, Eastern's new telephone
registration and information system.
As of Jan. 4, 73.6 percent of students had registered via phone
according to Registrar Jill Allgier.
"Around 10,000 students have
called just to listen to their schedules
and on the day of wrap-up registration, the host computer exceeded its
record for transactions in one day
with just under 130,000 for the day,"
Allgier said.
The Colonel Connection not only

allows students to register or
add/drop by phone, it also permits
them to access information on
admissions, housing, financial aid
and grades.
Students have warmly received
the new system with few complaints.
"Less than one percent of callers
reported problems to us," Allgier
said.
Jennifer Shofner, a graduate student in community nutrition, had
one suggestion.
j*.
I think the new system is really
convenient in that there is no waiting
in line, but I feel we should receive
print-outs of our schedules through

Delta Zeta High Cholesterol??
RUSH
LOWER YOUR
Wed., Jan. 22,1997
8 p.m., Telfond Hall

CHOLESTEROL UP TO

"Individually Unique...
Together Complete"

WITH ALL NATURAL

*Meet in Telford's
lobby at 7:45 p.m.*

Available at following

15% IN 4 WEEKS

LDL-LITE™
pharmacies:

Leading Discount Pharmacies

the mail," Shofner proposed.
Alysa Bobby, a senior majoring in
public relations, found the Colonel
Connection "very convenient for people who work and are short on time."
She added that a disadvantage for
her was "not being able to see the
listing of closed sections."
Allgier noted that minor glitches
had been discovered and were being
attended to.
"On Jan.9, which was wrap-up
registration, we had all 32 lines busy
all day," she said. "We are going to
recommend an increase in the number of lines due to the need shown."
Another disadvantage to phone

registration is that the system does
not alert students if they have registered for a class that would exceed
the number of repeats allowed by the
university repeat/replace policy.
Allgier said students who register
for a class to repeat it a third time,
will receive a letter from the dean of
their college.
The implementation of phone registration has "in person" numbers way
down which has resulted in the toss of
three jobs at the registration center.
Allgier explained that these three
workers knew the new system would
affect their jobs as they were the last
hired. She added that transfers with-

in the university were sought for the
departing three.
With all indications pointing toward
success, phone registration is being
enjoyed by a majority of students.
Allgier said, "We are extremely
pleased with how students have
accepted the Colonel Connection.
This is a great advantage for students who live a considerable distance from campus. They can now
register in 15 minutes instead of
three or four hours."
Telephone registration instructions may be obtained on page 12 of
the spring "97 schedule book or by
contacting the Office of the Registrar
at 622-1098.
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BREAKFAST
Ho) Biscuits & Gravy

[[ReGisll
$39 PERM SALE WSS^M^S^SM^i
Lon^ hail specialt) wraps extra Expin s 1

Clip Thtt Coupon

Clip Thu Coupon

£iO/l Af\rC
D^4-UUD0

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 12:30 p.m.-6 p.m.

Walk-ins welcome

Richmond Mall

This Coupon Good for. I
l Double Cheeseburger! '

I ^SsjBj

ONLY 99*

^^

Tsing Tao Chinese
Restaurant

Save70(
S.ve70«

I I

•
•
•
•

Friendship Tea •
Gingerbread
•
Mulberry
•
Cinnamon
•

Vanilla
Secret Garden
Melons
Bananas Foster

• Gardenia
• Ky. Bourbon
• Plums
• Heaven Scent
• Pumpkin Pie
• Magnolia

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Sun. 12:30 pm-6 p.m.
top notch

LAUNDRY

139N KeenelandDr.
Richmond, Ky. 624-0025

per visit
TOP LOADERS ONLY
■

Good fer ■ ID 4 pcraoai ntr wmL 12)4

131 N. Keeneland Dr.

624-0481

623-3625

Locally owned and operated
Mon. - Thurs. 5:30 a.m. -11 p.m.
Pit - Sat. 5:30 a.m. • 12 Midnight
Sun. 6:30 a.m. ■ 11 p.m.

NOW HIRING PART TIME
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. or 5 p.m. - close

W

Selection, Set vice £ Price!

A
■

and a in% Student/Faculty Discount.

i1 FREE WASH

This Coupon Good For,
1-12 oz Blizzard
ONLY $1.19

J |

Big Hill Avenue

300 WMoin Strut
6240133
Lunch Specials $3.35 and up
Dint In or Carry Out

Exclusive to Richmond are Candlebeny Candles:

Blizzards
Banana Splits
Sundae*
<Y Delicious
Real Shakes

31 97

N«V«bd Will A jOto Offer

W QV

WE ALWAYS
Have your favorite
TREATS

Dairy
Queen

LUNCH
Your favorite Brazier
Bulgers, Chicken
sandwiches & Hot Dogs
any way you like 'cm!

Goorffof «pio4MMB«p«rak 1234

Come see what all the excitement
is about at The
B Gift Box.

Elder Goble, assistant director
of mechanical services for physical plant, said a coil was being
replaced in the heater, which
would restore the heat. The pipe
had frozen, causing the coil to
burst and deluge Lainhart's
office, he said.
Coates wasn't the only building
on campus with pipes bursting
and the heat not working. Most of
the residence halls have had complaints about rooms without heat
or instances of the heat not functioning throughout the buildings.
As of early afternoon on
Tuesday, Goble said only areas in
building were without heat, not
entire buildings.
The buildings without heat
were Rourke, McGregor, Keene,
Clay Hall and the Coates building. Goble said all were being
worked on except Keene Hall. He
said physical plant had not had
the chance to work at Keene yet.
Residents of Keene Hall had to
be evacuated to the basement last
week after bursting coils caused
steam.
Sections of Donovan Annex
also had no heat early Tuesday.
Part of the reason for the problems were due to a power outage
early Sunday morning, said James
Street, director of physical plant.
"All the problems are due to a
variety of factors," Street said.
He said when the outage
occurred Sunday, it shut down
some computers at the physical
plant that tell how everything is
on campus. He also said the problems stemmed from the cold
weather freezing water in coils
and pipes, causing water in the
pipes to freeze and eventually
burst, which would shut the heating systems down.
"Obviously, with these temperatures, we are vulnerable to having these things happen," said
Goble."In conjunction to the
power dysfunction, part of the
energy management system was
destroyed. The frozen pumps are
being restored. What's happening
is that the heating coils in them
are freezing and the pipes rupture."

GREAT TANNING

...Off Regular Pric««...Ew«
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MUST PRESENT COUPON

| WOLFF TANNING BED
■
MOVJE-BEMIALS
■ Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-lOp.m.
I
Sun. 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.
■ (or until last person leaves)

■ 626-5240 908 Red House Rd.
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,Southern Hills Laundry
Newer Machines
Mon.-Sun. 9 ».m.-9 p.m.
"Southern Hills Shopping Center
■
625 5446
■
946-2 Commercial Drive

FIRST VISIT
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ONE MONTH UNLIMITED $50.
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► Progress Classifieds
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HELP WANTED...
TYPING/DATA ENTRY:$5-$10
per hour depending on typing
speed and accuracy. Minimum
•pead 60 wpm. Job description: Entorlng student namas
and addresses from nomination forms submitted by teachers, counselors and/or professors. Part-time or full-time
mornings,
afternoons,
avanings, weekdays and/or
weekends. Flexible schedules,
work up to 40 hours par week.
Craata your own schadula
according to your availability.
Apply in parson at: 2750
Palumbo Drive, Monday to
Friday. 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

AmyK««m«/ProgrBss

Nate Lage, an Eastern student and patron of Fitness Now, does a leg press at the club on Sunday. Lage said he
will work out at The Gym when Fitness Now closes Jan. 31.

Richmond's Fitness Now closing
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

Assistant news editor

By the end of the month. Eastern
students and Richmond residents will
have one less place to choose from to
workout
Fitness Now gym is closing its
Richmond branch on Jan. 31.
Members who have already paid
for the month or year will be able to
use The Gym, a fitness club located in
University Plaza, of Richmond until
Mayl.
Nate Lage, an Eastern student and
patron of Fitness Now, has paid for
the whole year and will definitely go
work out at The Gym.
Fitness Now, located by University

Book and Supply, will no longer be
open as of Feb.l, said Beverly
Johnson, manager of the gym.
The owners decided to downsize
and this was one of the smaller clubs,"
she said.
Lage believes that a combination of
poor quality and competing gyms of
better quality hurt Fitness Now"s business.
The Gym is really good, and even
the school has better quality than
Fitness Now," he said.
The owners will not be opening
another branch in the area, but members will be able to use the rest of
their membership at The Gym of
Richmond.

Prestigious coed sleepaway
camp in northeast PA seeks
counsel ore and specialists In
all team & Individual sports,
horseback riding, tennis, gymnastics, theatre, dance, music,
magic, circus, waterfront, pioneering, science, ft arts ft
crafts. Great salaries and
perks. On-campus interviews
on 2/12. Call Island Lake at 1800-869-6083.
Now accepting applications for
all positions. Apply in person.
MADISON GARDEN.

To Lage, this is a blessing in disMONEY FOR COLLEGE WE
guise.
"Fitness Now is probably the worst CAN HELP YOU OBTAIN
quality I've ever seen, so if s kind of FUNDING. THOUSANDS OF
good that I get to go to The Gym AWARDS AVAILABLE TO ALL
instead," he said.
STUDENTS
IMMEDIATE
"We made sure our customers are QUALIFICATION CALL 1-800taken care of," Johnson said.
651-3393.
Members transferring from
Fitness Now to The Gym will be Advertising representatives are
charged the same rate until May 1.
at The Eastern
The amount of payment after that will needed
Progress.
Call 622-1881
be between The Gym and its members.
WIN A FREE SWEATSHIRT
"I get to go to The Gym and get
better quality for a really good price.
The only problem is it might be more
crowded," Lage said.

Chemical Weapons: Congress set up program
From Page A1

Parker said the first item on his
list, when it comes to accomplishing
his goal of finding alternatives, is
what the stakeholders and Army can
be satisfied with.
The criteria is what is important
to the stakeholders and the Army,
which is one of the many stakeholders in all of this," he said.
The new program head would not

state a timeline, but said that it would
probably be based on timelines used
in other alternative technology programs involving incineration.
A different sort of facility has to be
used for chemical weapons than for bulk
chemical agent because of the propellants and explosives contained in them.
The program Parker is working
with was created under the Defense
Authorization Act During the 1996
Congressional session, Sen. Mitch

McConneD, a Kentucky Republican, got
$40 million into the act for finding and
demonstrating at least two alternatives
for disposal of the chemical weapons.
For the Bluegrass Army Depot
and Pueblo Depot Activity in
Colorado fjt stores chemical weapons
also), the act meant construction of
an incinerator will be put on hold
until 180 days after Congress gets a
report on how the demonstration
worked.

FREE T-SHIRT t 1000 credit
Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities A groups. Any
campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00 /VISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528 art.
65 Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.
1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part-time. At home. Toll frae.
1-800-218-9000, axt. T-7077
for listings.
EXCEPTIONAL
SUMMER
OPPORTUNITY: Camp Wayne.
NE PA (3 hrs/NYC)—Sportsoriented counselor/specialists
for all Land/Water Sports, Inc.
Tennis,
camping,
climbing/ropes, mountain biking, rocketry, roller hockey,
sailing/watarskiing, A ft C,
drama, radio, video. On-campus Interviews Wad., Fab. 12.
Please call 1-800-737-9296 or
516-883-3067 and leave your
name, phone number and mailing address.
FOR RENT...
AVAILABLE NOWI Furnished
bedroom/private home. Cable
television and phone. Upper
division/grad student preferred.Non-smokar.
References and lease. 606624-1478.

TRAVEL...

CANCUN-PADRE-MAZATLAN
SPRING BREAK'S HOTTEST!
1-800-328-7513 FREE FOOD.
DRINK ft PARTY SPECIAL!?!
Up To $200 Discount Coupons
on our Website www.studentadvtrav.com
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Crulsel
6 Days $2791
Includes All Meals, Parties ft
Taxes!
Great Beaches ft
Nightlife) Leaves From Ft.
Lauderdalel springbreaktravel.
com 1-800-678 6386
Cancun ft Jamaica Spring
Break Specials! 7 Nights Air
ft Hotel From $429! Save
$150 On Food, Drinks ft Free
Partiasl 111% Lowest Price
Guarantee! springbreaktravel.
com 1-800 678 6386
Florida
Spring
Break!
Panama Cityl
Room with
Kitchen Near Bars $119!
Daytona-Best location $139)
Florida's New Hotspot-Cocoa
Beach Hilton $169! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678
6386
HAPPY BIRTHDAY...
Dottle Gassett the sweetest 39
yaar-old woman in Burnam
Hall! Love. April ft Lee

AMERICA'S PREMIER
BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS
WINADU FOR BOYS,
DANBEE FOR GIRLS
LOOKING FOR TALENTED AND ENERGETIC STUDENTS TO WORK
WITH CHILDREN IN OUR 8 WEEK SUMMER PROGRAMS
LOCATED IN THE MOUNTAINS OF MASSACHUSETTS.
SALARY, ROOM & BOARD, AND TRAVEL PAY!
PROGRAMS INCLUDE.- ARCHERY, BASEBALL, BASKETBALL, CAMPING,
DANCE, GOLF, GYMNASTICS, HOCKEY. HORSEBACK LACROSSE. NATURE,
SAILING, SOCCER. SWIMMING. TENNIS. YMTER-SK1

Be the first to come down to
first gear and answer the question

CARING GENERAL STAFF ALSO INVTTED TO APPLY

correctly.
located on the corner of 1st and Main:
Where did the expression "to coin
a phrase" origin***?

COMB VISIT WITH OUR REPRESENTATIVE AT THE CAMP FAIR DAY

Previous answer: Yukon Cornelius
Previous winner: Jackie Hodge

SECRETARIES AND NURSES NEEDED!

*

(One win per ciKencr, per irmtitir, pleeee
(pl««Ky of fro* l-shmi with bije book coupon)

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12TH
KEEN JOHNSON BALLROOM
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
»

CALL 800-494-6238 FOR MORE INFO!!

as.

WELt ©ME BA1K EKU!

Featuring:
• CYBEX
• BODYMASTER

► ICARIAN
► LIFEFITNESS
'^RIO-THEATER

Located behind Taco Bell

MO*.i*^•«.*!!.*«.

624-8000

Sat 8 am 6 pm

FrL 6 a.m. - 9 p.m.

"

'

Sun. noon - 7 p.m.

■M
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Brian Smnn, editor
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Progress

Next Week:
Ever wonder which
•ports drink is the
beet? We'll have all
the answers.
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Grammy
SHOULD gotf
"Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness'
tops our review of the 1997 Grammy
nominees for album of the year
*|

Smashing Pumpkins

• •

"Mel/on Co/lie and
the Infinite Sadness"
BY BETH WHISMAN

Copy editor

Smashing Pumpkins' double-CD album "Mellon
Collie and the Infinite
Sadness" was released in
1996, after the group's
lengthy absence from the music
scene.
The group's 1993 album
"Siamese Dream" paved the road
to what fans and critics thought
would be a quick rise to the top.
However, personal and business
problems within the group caused
a lag in the production of the next
album.
The Grammy nomination came
as no surprise to me.
This CD set is full of feeling
and talent that demanded attention.
The long break gave members
time to write a lot of songs and put
more effort into an ambitious
album.
The first CD "Dawn to Dusk"
contains the releases Tonight,
Tonight," "Zero" and "Bullet With
Butterfly Wings."
These songs are typical of the
group's eclectic styles. The
releases are what everyone has
heard, but owners of this CD
enjoy other songs that show
even more emotions of anger,
frustration and a search for inner
peace.
"Galapogos" is a slow, pulsing
ballad on the edge of pain. "An
Ode to No One" gauges out the
listener's anger and leaves a feeling of spiteful revenge obviously

*2

Beck
"Odelay'

til
BECKIODELAV
if.

BY BRIAN SIMMS

Features editor

11 right, I'll admit it; I
A
was skeptical about
f\
listing to Beck's
>* "Odelay."
£ •
I have never
heard any of his other albums,
but his song "Loser" off "Mellow
Gold" just about bugged me to
death.
His latest release "Odelay" is
nothing like that, and is deserving
of being nominated for a Grammy
for album of the year.
Like a good suspense movie,
"Odelay" keeps you on your seat
with its variety of rhythmic
sounds.
Not one song is predictable,

Si

it

intended by the artists' guitar rifts
and shouting.
The second CD Twilight to
Starlight" reflects as many, if not
more, of the group's tastes in
musical style. It doesn't begin as
softly as "Dawn;" instead, it
throws fans right into a hard-driving guitar in "Where Boys Fear
to Tread." The loud, menacing
voice of lead singer Billy Corgan
continues into "Bodies," but he
softens in the release ThirtyThree."
The release "1979" is my
favorite from the entire project.
This song grasps the feel of being
in the parrying, rule-breaking
crowd adults like to call
Generation-X. The youthfulness
and tainted innocence of "1979"
pulls in even the least likely
Puniptdlis IW».The beans greaT"1—'
for dancing and perfect for the college scene.
Despite the band's recent sad
loss of Jonathan Melvoin to a
heroin overdose and Jimmy
Chamberlin's removal due to his
own drug addiction, the group
hasn't fallen into a' .ate of melancholy.
This album should leave the
other nominees eating Smashing
Pumpkins' dust.
and they each have their own personal sound. You would expect a
song that begins with an acoustic
guitar to be mellow throughout,
but not with this album. Every
note of every song seems as if it
has its own mind.
Many of the sounds are simple
acoustic guitars, organs, drums
and harmonicas, but are put
together in a way that makes
them sound like much more.
Beck's use of many instruments gives him a sound not normally heard. "Novacane" adjusts
very well through its changing
rhythmic sounds and is .thus, one
of the best songs on the album.
Beck also makes good use of
different sound bites from other
songs. A total of nine of the 13
tracks on the album have a sample of other songs in them. These
nine are all some of the best on
the album.
It takes a lot of talent to put all
of these different sound together
and Beck has shown that he can
do this with "Odelay."
Every song is worth listening
to except "Minus," which sounds
as if it is a 311 song. It just doesn't flow along with the other
songs on the album.
Some of the best on "Odelay"
include "Lord Only Knows,"
"Jack-Ass" and "Devil's Haircut."
"Ramshackle" is a mellow closing to a good album and puts an
end to my skepticism about Beck
as a musician. In fact, I listened to
the album again the next day.

■'luM'.OA—M—*i

Tim Molletta/Progress

3

Fugees
"The Score'

BY JULIE CLAY
Assistant copy editor

4

Warn the town; the beast is
loose, and the Fugees' The
Score" is Grammy nominated for best album, confirming their spot at the top of
the hip-hop crop of 1996.
Fugees (short for Refugee Camp) utilize as many genuine flavors in The
Score" as Baskin-Robbins has ice cream.
There is a strong reggae overtone on
"Ready or Not," a lead-in to a strong cover
of Bob Marley's "No Woman, No Cry" with
a thumping bassline guaranteed to lighten
your step and get your booties rockin'.
The 80s pop diva Tina Marie is saluted
in "Fu-Gee-La." a raw, eerie song that was
the trio's first single from The Score."
Roberta Flack's "Killing Me Softly" is
covered here with singer Lauryn HuTs
soulful voice placing the listener right in
the urban hip-hop scene of angst and displacement
Hill's voice, described in Newsweek last

year as "the most powerful voice in rap" is
displayed in full dramatic range here, and
the bassline keeps toes tappin'.
There is something on this album for
everybody, from the joy of "No Woman,
No Cry" to the darker "Zealots," outlining
the triumph of the trio over the doubters
and the naysayers.
Lyrically, the Fugees refer to things from
the 30s ganster basher Elliot Ness to
Menudo, encompassing the 90s urban black
experience in The Score" from many viewpoints.
The Fugees' ability to combine Chinese
gongs, literary references and the reality
of life in the city while rhyming on point
has created a diverse following.
The Fugees appeal to many people and
they keep their funk about their music,
taking rap ahead from simply gansta to a
new fusion with many influences. With a
hep beat you can groove to, writing The
Score" earned them the Grammy nod.

'C Orig/na/Soundtracfe
W "Waiting to Exhale"

Celine Dion
"Falling Into You"

Assistant photo editor

BY J ACINI A F ELD MAN
Activities editor

Canadian pop star Celine
Dion's latest album
"Falling Into You" delivers
everything you would
expect—top 40 love songs.
If you are like me, there is a limit
to how many sappy love songs you
can listen to at once.
This is why I was pleasantry surprised by her latest work.
The reason mat "Falling Into
You" is more listenable than previous Dion works is this one is a bit
deeper.
This latest album is still very top
40, but without the rubbish. Dion
doesn't drone or whine as much on
"Falling Into You." However, she

If you are looking for a CD
to play while cuddling in
front of a big fire with that
special someone, I would
definitely recommend the
"Waiting to Exhale" soundtrack.,
I would recommend the same
CD though, if you are looking for
something to play during your personal pity party after being dumped.
That's because the songs on this
soundtrack are mainly about one of
two subjects—being head over
heels in love or being heartbroken
from a recent breakup.
While the "Waiting to Exhale"
soundtrack is full of great songs and
artists, I wouldn't say it was a great

BY AMY KMRNS

slips on tracks like the sultry
"Seduces Me" that falls just short of
a dance tune and ballads like
"Dreaming of You" and "Fry" dont
end soon enough.
The album is probably justified as
a Grammy nominee, but Celine Dion
is still a little fluffy. In the company
of other nominees such as Beck and
the Smashing Pumpkins, "Falling
Into You" doesn't quite match up.

► 1997
Grammy
Awards
Feb. 26
8 p.m.
CBS.
Richmond
cable channel 2

► Arts editor
Michael Roy
selects his own
too albums of
the year
Page BJ

| ?,y-£v.

album. With the exception of a few
songs, almost the whole album
sounds alike.
So if you are wanting to cuddle
up with a little Patti. or drown your
sorrows in some Aretha, this album
is perfect However, if you are looking for something to listen to in the
car on the way to work or school, I
think you should leave this CD in its
case.

Nominees also do well at cash register

Cha-ching, cha-ching
► The Smashing _..
J>00
Pumpkins'
"Mellon Collie
400
and the Infinite

BYBWAHSSJWS

Features editor

Sadness" sold the
moat copies of
300
the Grammy
nominees at
200
Recordsmith and
Sound Advice.
100
Sources: Recordsmith.
Sound Advto*
Progress/John Ridener

\-

j

As if being nominated for the
top musical award in the nation
wasn't enough, the five artists nominated for album of the year also
enjoyed success at the cash register.
Of the five albums fighting for
the Grammy, four spent time as the
nations best selling album. Only
the soundtrack from "Waiting to

Exhale" failed to claim the No. 1
spot
Smashing Pumpkins' "Mellon
Collie and the Infinite Sadness" has
spent the most time on the charts.
BID Corgan's group has been in the
Billboard top 200 for the past 63
weeks. It is currently 58th.
The Score" by the Fugees has
been on the chart for 63 weeks and
Celine Dion's "Falling Into You" is
currently third in her 43rd week on
the chart
From the "Waiting to Exhale"

soundtrack, Whitney Houston's
"Exhale (Shoop Shoop)" spent
some time as the No. 1 song in the
nation.
Beck's "Odelay" reached as
high as 16th on the Billboard, but it
has enjoyed much success in local
record stores.
"Odelay" was second in copies
sold among the five nominees at
Recordsmith and Sound Advice
Musk with 354 albums being sold.
"Mellen Collie and the Infinite
Sadness" sold the most copies with

535. The Score" sold 317 while the
soundtrack from "Waiting to
Exhale" sold 152. Celine Dion's
"Falling Into You" sold 70 copies at
the two stores.
Al Walters, owner of Sound
Advice Music, said after the winners are announced, he sees slightly more action at his store.
"I see a little bit of an increase,
but nothing to write home about."
Walters said. To me. they get the
award because they've sold
albums."

'*
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► Movies
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\N0nTap
TODAY
JANUARY

16

□ 9 am- U a.m.; 1 p.m.- 3 p.m :
Hepatitis B vaccine will be given at
the Student Health Services. The
cost is $30.

J 1 p.m. Ribbon cutting
at the new Richmond Visitor Center.
345 Lancaster Ave. (Open house until
3 p.m.)

-I i p-ra- 3 p.m . Opening
Recaption
to Lisa and Skif Peterson's art exhibit
"U£rtweavep at the Giles Gallery.

(_J.6p.rn. Meeting of the Madhon
County CM War Round TaWe in the
Oak Room of Boone Tavern in Berea.
Call (606)622-1792 for more info.

RICHMOND MALL 8 &
lUO Eoilen By-Post
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FRIDAY
17

JANUARY

J 5:30 p.m: Student Mass
at the Catholic Newman Center
followed by Sunday spaghetti
dinner. Dinner costs $2.

SUNDAY19
JANUARY

MONEYS

Q Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day.
No Classes.

MONDAY
JANUARY

Bring in your
CDs & TAPES
and get
IERE YOU! HUSK MVTIIS

20
Shag will perform at Phone 3 Wednesday at 9:30 p.m.

recordsmith
kit CACftiUIY-MSSACMSS

□ 10 a.m. • noon; 1:30 p.m.3 p.m.
PPD (TB) clinics will be
held at Student Health Services.
There is no charge.

TUESDAY
JANUARY

21

J 7 p.m. Choir presentation
Honoring the birth of the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. in the Grill. There is no
charge.

_l8p.m. Gifford Theatre.
Faculty recital, Howard Carr, tenor.

A THINK GREEK! n
Crests • Lettering

THINK BASKETBALL!
Sports Designs • Team Logos

WEDNESDAY
JANUARY

22

Q 10 a.m. - noon; 1:30 p.m.- 3 p.m.
PPD (TB) clinics will be held at the
Student Health Services. There is no
charge.

□ Jan. 27, 7:30 p.m.
RHA- sponsored bridal show at the
Gifford Theatre. "When a Man
Loves a Woman."

UPCOMING
ANNOUNCEMENTS

□ 9:30 p.m. Shag
will be performing at Phone 3.
Cost is $5 at the door.

^ THINK ROMANCE! •*
Valentine's Day Designs & Gift Ideas • We Personalize
for 1 or 100 plus • When you think of Embroidery,

THINK

To Post an Event

■ If you have an event you would like published in the Whafs On Tap section,
contact Jacinta FekJman or Michael Roy at 622-1872.
■ Deadline for information is noon the Monday prior to publication on
Thursday. You may bring in announcements in advance.

<STONEWORTH £>I IIRT
Co. 3NC.
Richmond Mall
830 Eastern Bypass

623-6852
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Welcome Back Students!
TAYLOR'S SPORTING GOODS
College Park Center • 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • 623-9517 • 6 days a week
i

in daSe

you decide to buy
the books
this Semester.
\

It's every^^101^
■yoxx "waXtt to foe."

OVIH V ■ A Inc I9«7

Plaques • Trophies • Custom Engraving
Russell sweatshirts.
Hooded sweatshi
& sweatpants CAT £
rcg. $25.50
reg. $16.25-:$14
wM/fcaatafcaid Accantod

Michael Roy, Arts editor
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Arts
► Review

'Larry Flynt' excellent look at offbeat figure
BY theme. ROY
Arts editor

"The People Vs. Larry Flynt,"
Milos Forman's new film about the
infamous smut peddler, is a wellmade, entertaining movie, combining black comedy and a touching
love story into its plot
The film opens with Flynt's
childhood as a moonshiner.
Years later, Flynt (Woody
Harrelson) is the owner of a strip
bar. In an attempt to beef up business, he begins publishing Hustler,
a pornographic magazine that
gains controversy due to its racy
photos.
Flynt faces various problems
after Hustler's debut, contending
with various censors and a near
fatal assassination attempt that
leaves him paralyzed.
Eventually, Flynt has to deal
with the Moral Majority when he
publishes a mocking, satirical cartoon of the Rev. Jerry Falwell in
Hustler, leading to a Supreme
Court case where the First
Amendment right of the press to
lampoon public figures is debated
Photo Submitted by Flynt and his critics.
8nd W
In a subplot, Forman concen°°dy Harrel,on P,aV ,he haPPV «>"Ple Althoa and Larry Flynt in "The People vs. Larry

F,wn, "TK
i-iynt. The mov.e is nominated for five Golden Globe Awards, including Best Picture.

trates on Flynf s marriage to Akhea and the establishment, who are out
(Courtney Love), a former stripper to crush him.
and drug addict who eventually
Another funny scene concerns
becomes infected with AIDS, after Flynf s trial during the Falwell trial.
helping Flynt build his empire.
If s a hoot
The film's main purpose is to
Forman's direction is good,
show Flynt's attempts to protect bringing a dark comedy to the film.
his right to print filth.
The supporting cast is also
But the film's heart is with the excellent, especially Norton, who
relationship between Larry and acts out the frustration about •
Akhea.
Flynt's crazy antics with real
Love is amazing, acting out the effect
role with a vigor that most actressThe film concludes with the
es don't have.
Supreme Court's verdict, siding
She makes Althea a command- with Flynf s right to publish smut
ing presence, and her final scenes and what he calls near the end,
show the viewer the tragedy of "everybody
else's"
First
both her and Flynf ■ life.
Amendment rights.
Even though Forman gives her
The film also defends the right
less screen time than he should to make decisions by a person.
have, if s an Oscar-worthy perforEven though the film is gaining
mance.
controversy for attempting to make
Harrelson is also excellent, a hero out of a pom seller, the film
bringing a comical edge to Flynf s is really about a man who stands
outrageous lifestyle. His scenes up for what he believes in.
with a dying Akhea, are touching
The film doesn't try to make
and shows a human side to the Flynt a hero, but a normal person
man.
who is only guilty of, in his own
His funniest scenes include his words, "bad taste."
numerous court appearances, dealAnd that makes the film a musting with both his lawyer Alan see and a worthy Academy Award
Issacson (Edward Norton), who nominee for Best Picture.
believes Flynt is out of his mind,

Albums Grammy forgot about
Seattle brethren.
But the best five albums of the
year
of two bands no
With 1996 now behind us, you longerconsisted
around,
a
artist with
probably thought the same thing I talent to spare andfemale
two other bandsdid about music last year. Music one a newcomer and
the other a
sucked—big time.
group that has survived over the
With many people still
years.
buying
Alanis
Here are my picks for
Morrissette. a bunch of
1996.
Nirvana-wanabees and a
l."From the Muddy
slew of British bands tryBanks of the Wishkah"
ing to be the next Beatles,
by Nirvana: Another live
music proved to be unoalbum
of material, this one
riginal.
is the polar opposite of the
Even the sure things
band's
"Unplugged"
were disappointing. Pearl
record. Here, the guitars
Jam turned out its worst
are loud, Dave Groh.
album to date. Hootie and
drums are bashed to
the Blowfish lost all its
death, and Kurt Cobain's
MICHAEL
ROY
fans with their second
screaming becomes more
Out
of
Tim*
album and low sales
haunting as he leads the
struck R.E.M., Stone
band though the album's
Temple Pilots, Garth Brooks and 17 tracks. A chilling final look at
the Cranberries.
the most important band of the
Still, some music arrived that 1990's.
was exceptional and brave.
The Fugees made a welcomed 2. "Sheryl Crow" by Sheryl
stab at hip-hop brilliance, the Cure Crow: Crow's second record is a
made an album of the usual moping collection of pop tunes crafted with
songs sound fresh again and an ear for a good medley and lyrics.
Screaming Trees proved to be Unlike Alanis , Crow doesn't go for
equal to, if not better than their over the top histrionics. Instead, on
BY MICHAEL ROY

Arts editor
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Monday Friday
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on the beach Rsk
about our Sonna
Break Party (ard

PLER5ERERDCRREFULLY!

Got a clue?

We want you...on our Ad staff. Apply today.
Eastern Progress
i
62&18&1

It s warmer here and He love spring breakers!

Collins.
Collins has played with
James Brown and was a member
of
George
Clinton's
Parliament/Funkadelic, who
have been recently inducted into
die Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
In addition, Collins plays on
"Silver City," on the CD's last
track.
The band consists of Duran
Murphy on lead vocals and percussion and Graig Shields on
keyboards and saxophones,
Mark -The OJooeT Cbenauk on
vocals and John Miracle on
drums and percussion, Chris
"Freebaas" Sherman on bass and
Matt "Joodi" Reynolds on alto
and whammy saxophones, Dave
"Buzz" Trayior on trumpet and
Christopher Donnelly on guitar,
backing vocals and keyboards.
If the CD is any indication,
the band is very good. Thesbow
should interest those who like
funk and who want a change
from those over hyped MTV
artists. Have a funky and fun
time.
For more information, contact
Phone 3 at 624-2556.

MondayNight
Buffet
6:30-8 p.m.

Try Our Pizza Sub

00 HOT PI5CRRP!

Piaxp4ltit

EXPERIENCE
DIFFERENCE
5 Tanning Sessions

$15

Pepperoni, cheese, marinara
sauce, tomatoes and oregano

Expires 1-31-97.

All-You-Can-Eat
Breadsticlcs,
Pizza, Pasta, &
Salad

on fresh baked bread.

in town

«SUB

Eastern Bypass,
next to Kinko's

THE

Just off the Bypass

SHOULD BE.

I623-7473
u

BYMBHAELBOT

Aits Editor
For those who are looking for
some musical entertainment,
Shag is here to quench your
thirst with a funky show.
The band from Cincinnati will
play at Phone 3, Wednesday.
The show will begin at 9:30 pm
and price of admission is $5.
The band has released two
CDs, the first being "Bootsy
Collins Presents Shag Liver
Hie band'a latest release,
"Silver City," was released last
5.
"New
Adventures
in
Hi-Fi"
by
songs like "Everyday is a Winding
September.
Road" or "If It Makes You Happy," R.E.M.: Okay, so it's not selling as
The disc's seven songs are a
Crow crafts stories that a listener well as their past albums. This is combo of great funk sounds,
still
one
of
their
best
though—
a
can relate to and a sound that other
collection of songs about loneliness interesting writing and talented
artists should envy.
and faith. Michael Stipe's singing is musicianship among the player*.
The party atmosphere is
3. "Anthology 3" by the Beatles: still a combination of mumbling and launched with the first song
high
harmonies,
and
the
band
can
The third time is the charm for this still muster up hard rockers and "Feels Good* and continues
collection of outtakes and alternate quiet songs. This was a courageous from there.
takes from the Fab Four's vaults.
In addition, the band does
in a year when courage in
This collection, which has early ver- album,
have some slower songs, includmusic was absent
sions of songs from "The White
ing "Silver City Children" and
Album" to "Abbey Road" shows the
With the new year now here.and "Part of You (Part of Me)."
band's final days, with interesting a slew of albums to be released, I
The disc is being released on
early versions of John Lennon's am looking for music reviewers. If the Bootzilla label, operated by
"Come
Together,"
George interested call 1872 or 4334 for legendary funk guitarist Bootsy
Harrison's "Something" and Paul more information.

N

The Paytona He/come Center
Jjo need to spend all
e^W.^P^
your vacation money jP^-VJA^pk
on accommodations i
'■"■*&/j0kt\ T^

McCartney's "Helter Skelter." A fitting end to the greatest band of all
time.
4. "Garbage" by Garbage:
Released in 1995, this record didn't
take off until last year when both
the band's songs, a cross between
the Cure and a girl-group sound,
and its sexy lead singer, Shirley
Manson, became popular. The
album ranges from the bouncy
"Only Happy When it Rains" to the
mellow "Milk." Undoubtedly, it's
the best new band of the year.

Shag to funk up Phone 3

Mon.-Thurs. 10a.m. -11 p.m., Fri.« Sal. 10a.m.-11 p.m.,Sun. 10:30 a.m-11 p.m
6 2 3-3458 Call ahead for pickup
539 Leighway Drive, Opposite Denny's

I
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BY BONNY

The majority of Eastern students would not recognize the
name Hardy Tribble. But to the
75,000 plus alumni of Eastern,
Hardy Tribble is their link to their
alma mater.
Tribble, a 1962 graduate of
Eastern, is the new Eastern
National Alumni Association president
As president of the Alumni
Association, Tribble encourages
previous graduates to share
Eastern with others in their communities and encourage prospective students to visit the campus.
Keeping almost 80,000 alumni
up to date with the activities and
announcements at Eastern is a
tough job.
Tribble is able to give something back to his university
through his position and encourages others to do so also.

w
Hardy TribWe
Eastern Alumni
Association President

Retired employee of
Proctor and Gamble
to represent over
75,000 alumni

a

Most students do not
understand the process
one goes through to
become
the
Alumni
Association president. How
did you attain this position?
Well, about seven or eight
years ago, a former Alumni
Association president, Ray
Giltner, asked me to attend
a Greater Cincinnati Northern
Kentucky Alumni chapter meeting. I attended the meeting and I
believe it was the next year it was,
"Hardy, will you be president of
the local chapter?" By virtue of
being president, you also became
a member of the Executive
Council of the Alumni Association.
After my two year term as president of the local chapter, Larry
Bailey, executive director, asked
me if I would be a vice president
elect I said "yes" and then it was a
first vice president, and then he
asked me if I would like to be
president. Then you become a
president elect and then, this year,
president

When did you become
the new Eastern National
Alumni president?

What are some of the
responsibilities of the
Alumni Association
president?

It was Alumni Weekend
'96, which was in April of
19%.

The main thing is to represent the 75,000 plus

117 Donovan Annex
622-1881

Drifter's Arcade

alumni of Eastern.
Besides your duties as
Alumni president, what
else do you do?
I am currently retired from
the Proctor and Gamble
Company in Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Have you attended any
other universities besides
Eastern?
No, I was an Eastern student only, and from there I
received my bachelor of
science.
How is Eastern different
today compared to the
time when you attended?
The obvious is that if s so
much larger. When I started as a freshman, Eastern
had 2,500 students and
graduated about 4,000. The thing
that makes it different is that
when I was there, it seemed as if
you knew everyone. The items
that I think make it outstanding
today are the law enforcement
program and the nursing program, which are, from what I
understand, world-class programs.

&

Cyber Cafe
Play arcade games & Pinball
Surf the web at T-l Speeds.
(Browse the web with Netscape)
(Use Mire, Internet Telephone, much more)

Online Multi-Player Games
(Doom, Doomll, WarcraftH, Whchaven)
(Masters of Orion II, Duke Nukem, many more)
314 Water Street Phone f 625-9834
This coupon u good Tor 1 Tree hour of computer
use at Drifter's. This coupon is also good for 1
free play of any game at Drifter's.
v'
'IJmHtme coupon per person. Offer expires Jmnumry 31, 1*9?

etcha7 can't wall
to catch the surf,

land and tun?

On the corner of First
and Water Streets

▲V

Make extra spending cash for
Spring Break.

623-0021
WEDNESDAY MIGHT

MADISON BANK

Immediate cash payment
Earn as much as $140 per month
doanting plasma.
First visit $20
-w
• Second visit
$15
•You CAN NOT
get AIDS by
donating.

MARGARITAS

IN ORGANIZATION

Banking is coming home again to Madison County.
Madison Bank, In Organization, 660 University Shopping Center.
Richmond, Kentucky, is offering for sale shares of its common stock for
• limited time only. The offering is currently scheduled to expire on
January 31, 1997, as supplemented, subject to extension and early
termination.
Tma offering is being made only be means of the Offering Circular of
Madison Bank dated October 23, 1996. Please call BUI Walters or Debt.
NeaX organizers and proposed executive officers of the Bank, at 606626-8008 or Mike Eaves at 606-623-3728 for further information. Their
mailing address is P.O. Box 640. Richmond, Ky. 40476-0640.
The FEHC does not pass upon the merits of any securities offered or the
terms of the offering, nor does it pass upon the accuracy or
completeness of an offering circular or selling literature. The securities
are being offered under an exemption from registration; however, the
FDtC has not made an independent determination that these securities
are exempt from registration.
P.O. Box 640

RICHMOND. KY.

Sera-Tec Biologicals
Limited Partnership
292 S. Second St.
Call for business hours,
624-9815

7-9 p.m.

U)eleoine

40476-0640 606-626-8008

ffeek

iSend a Happy
Birthday message

Students
anyone unusual
lately?

to your lover, friend or co-work
er with a FREE Progress
Classified Ad.

t Not all
tanning sessions
are created equal

Come into

Let Brian or Jacinta know
so the rest of us can read
about them in Profiles, the
people section of...

Oceanfront Tan-In
for a

Superior Tanning Experience!

Eastern £ Progress

Now 2 locations

117 Donovan Annex

519 Leighway Drive and The Gym of Richmond
(members only)

622-1882

Bring this Ad in for our special Expires 1 -31 -97

Mail or drop your birthday message by
the Progress by Monday for the following
Thursdays issue. It's FREE.
.THE

Eastern & Progress
117 Donovan Annex

About Face

IT 1 (L [F @^p) Jj^^L V_^ -#TTL
Sauna • Steam Room • Whirlpool • Fitness Testing

FITNESS CENTER

Valued at over $24, your
4-piece gift includes:

• STEP/LOW AEROBICS
• INDOOR POOL
• RUNNING TRACK
• TWO GYMS
• RACQUETBALL COURTS
• DAYCARE

■

m.t «^*v

Low Student Rates

•LUXTVA
Skin Refining Cleanser
• LUXTVA
Triple ActionEye Gel
• FULL-SIZE LUXTVA
Ultra Lipcolor in Rich Raisin
• LUXTVA AHA Toner

Gift with Purchase
REGISTER NOW!!!

JOIN THE
YMCA
TODAY!

ol two or more produc Is
Bring this certificate into a participating Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio and receive generous,
travel-size skin care essentials and FULL-SIZE LUXTVA Ultra Lipcolor. 'Your gift is FREE with the
purchase of two or more Merle Norman cosmetic products. Cosmetic accessories not included.
But hurry, because this limited-time offer is one per customer, while supplies last.

624-9825

106 St. George St., Richmond

Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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Activities
The
Dream
Eastern students celebrate the
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.
holiday with music
gY JACTU FRPHAH
'Activities editor

Illustration by To many American*, the Rev.
Martin Luther King, Jr. is a
Burt Bucher
" tt [the King Day

celebration] will
give everyone a
chance to eee
what the civil

rights movement
was like. It's not
just for the
African
Americanly but
for everybody. **
~

LaCrystal Hustell,
sophomore
~^—7",

'

hero.
He fought with a
peaceful hand for equality among
all races. Even after his violent
death, King's message of peace
lives on. Monday, the nation will
commemorate the birth of this
great man with a holiday.
According to Sandra Moore,
director of the multicultural department. Eastern will hold a concert to
honor King. Moore said the concert will be given by the gospel
group Life, Love and Joy Unity
Voices.
The concert will be at the Grill
at 7 p.m. Tuesday. It is open to alL
The group will be singing "songs
sung during the civil rights movement," as well as its normal gospel
hymns, Moore said.
This year's program will be different than those held before it In
years past, the university has held
candlelit vigils and has had guest
speakers. Also, the program was
held on Monday—the actual holiday.
Moore said tb- multicultural
department decided to change the
program to Tuesday this year

because a large number of students
will still be gone on Monday. She
said that the department wanted to
do something that might interest
more people.
LaCrystal Hutsell, an education
major from Lexington, said she
thinks celebrating the holiday is
important It will give everyone a
chance to see what the civil rights
movement was like. If s not just for
the African Americans, but for
everybody."
Hutsell said she will definitely
be attending the program, as well
as several events in her hometown
of Lexington.
Hutsell said she thinks the university needs to do even more to
honor King. She said the campus
as a whole needs to take the time
to recognize it as a holiday, not just
one division—the multicultural
department
Moore said the celebration of
King's birth is important not only to
the students, but to the whole
nation because of what he stood
for.
I M,
"He stood for civil rights; he
stood for unity. He stood for working together. J think that it was his
presence that brought us further as
a nation in regards to race relations," she said.

Greeks set for Spring Rush
Activities editor

If you are a little down on yourself for not rushing a Greek organization last semester, dont be.
You dont have to wait until next
fall to get involved and wear those
letters. If you don't understand,
have no fear, Spring Rush is here.
According to Carie Sue Heigle,
Greek Adviser, all 11 of the campus' fraternities, and seven of its
sororities will be participating in
Spring Rush.
Heigle said the Greek organizations, just like any other club on
campus, wants to build up their
membership.
Kasey Coffman, an elementary
education major and member of Pi
Beta Phi, said that her sorority is
expecting to get about 10 or 12 new
members during spring rush.
Each sorority is allowed a maximum of 70 members, Heigle said.
Once that number is reached, a
sorority cannot inniate any new
members. Spring Rush helps the
sororities keep their membership
close to 70.

Nick Giancola, junior and president of Lambda Chi Alpha, said his
fraternity has Spring Rush, not only
to build up its membership, but
also so people who didn't rush in
the fall can have a chance to get
involved in Greek life.
Fraternities, according to
Heigle, have no limit on the number of members they can have
For the sororities participating
in Spring Rush, it is "a lot more laid
back than Fall Rush," said Jennifer
Leininger, sophomore and vice
president of new members of Delta
Zeta.
For many sororities, Spring
Rush lasts only one or two days,
opposed to the four nights of Fall
Rush, Leininger said.
Besides being more laid back,
Spring Rush is also cheaper.
There are no rush fees for sororities or fraternities during Spring
Rush, Heigle said.
Coffman also added that
because Spring Rush is so less formal for sororities, the girls don't
have to spend a lot of money on
new domes.

jACtffA FHJMSN
Activities editor

Some Eastern students will be
learning a lot more than just their
three R's in school this semester.
Thaf s because the school is offering over 100 community classes
ranging in everything from do it
yourself herbal essential oils to
fishing fundamentals.
Lynn Dee Garrett, The
Community
Education
Coordinator, said the University
has been offering community education classes since the early 80s.
Garrett said the program started
out with "just a handful" of classes,
but their number has increased
every year.
The tuition for each class varies.

Garrett said there are a lot in the
$20 to $30 range, but the cost
depends on the class itself.
Computer training classes, for
example, cost $84.
Most of the classes are scheduled to start in February and
March, and will last throughout the
semester. The program is expecting a big turn out "Spring is normally our most popular time,"
Garrett said. Although some of the
classes could be canceled due to
low enrollment
New classes have been added to
this years program. "We got a lot
of new instructors that submitted
course ideas," according to Garrett
Garrett said that there is a wide
variety in the people who enroll in
the courses. Youth swimming

classes are offered for children
from 12 months old and up.
Many adults take classes like
gardening, according to Garrett
The program offers a wide variety
of arts and crafts classes
Many of the students are "people who are out of school, and want
to learn something new," Garrett
said.
The classes are good because
people don't have to worry about
grades, Garrett said. None of the
courses can be takenfor credit at
the University, so they really put
"the fun back into education."
For more information on the
community courses for the spring
semester contact the Community
Education Office at 622-1228.

Lady Colonel
BASKETBALL
00 pm

Satur

MIMHSS;
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CN Omega XQ
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Kappa Alpha Theta KA8
Kappa Ddta KA
Pi Beta Phi nB«
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Beta Theta Pi Ben
Kappa Alpha KA
Lambda Chi Alpha AXA
Phi Data Thata «AS
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Richmond Visitor Center to open
Bv JACWTA Parana
Activties editor

The Richmond Visitor Center
will officially open Its doors at its
new location today with a ribbon
cutting ceremony at 1 p.m.
It will be immediately followed
by refreshments and an open
house, according to Mardi Miller,
executive director for the
Richmond Tourism and Main
Street Department
The open house will last until 3
p.m. and is open to the public
The visitor center is now located
in the back of the Irvinton House
on Lancaster Avenue.
While the house was under renovation, the vistor center operated
out of City Hall.
It will have brochures for visitors "that cover all our local attrac-

The viator center's new location is
behind the Irvinton House.

tions, local businesses, things to do
and things to see," Miller said.
The visitor center will also provide information on regional and
statewide events and activities.
If someone relocates to
Richmond, the visitor center wffl be
able to provide local telephone

Arc

YOU

books and apartment guides to
make the move easier. Miller said.
Each state will also have infor-.
mation on file at the center for the
residents of Richmond. "If someone
called up and said, T want to go to
Alaska; can you help us?"" Miller
said, "we really can."
For now, the connection
between the Irvinton House and
the visitor center has not been
decided on. The house will eventually be used as a local history museum, but Miller said for now, "thaf *
aD in the works."
The Richmond Visitor Center
will be open Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. Miller
said the center is also working on
.
>nal hours for Saturday.

A Leader?

Would You Like To Be Involved On Campus?
Would You Like To Make Great Friends For Life?
Would You Like An Advantage In The Job Market?
Would You Like To Improve Your Scholastics?
Do You Want To Get The Most Out Of College?

Fishing for something new this spring?
BY

Greeks on the ruth

New Community
classes for '97

If You do, check out EKU's Greek System. You'll
never have a dull moment while in college and the
opportunities that exist as a Greek member give you an
advantage over most people in the job market. Develop
your interpersonal. Leadership, and organizational skills
while becoming part of a tradition that's stood the test's
of time. You don't know what your missing! RUSH!

Telephone Skills
Japanese
Plant Identification
FteM Geology
Astrology
Dream Analysis
Fishing Fundamentals
Medicinal Herbs
Herbal Essential Oils
Flower Gardening
Guitar
China Painting
Calligraphy

Fraternity Kickoff
Tuesday January 21, 1997
9AM-3PM

POWELL LOBBY
Call 622- 3855 for additional times and other info.

BASKETBALL
Murray Stat

UT-Martin
yhawks
anuary 20
pm

Saturday, J
4:15 p

oliseum

in
2:00 pm

Sunday,
Next Men's Horn* Games?
Murray State
Jan 18® 4:15 pm
Tennessee-Martin
Jan 20 @ 7:30 pm
U

Athletic Ticket Office
126 Alumni Coliseum
(606) 622-2122
Students tree with valid ID
iv

Arena
Buy 3 Hershey'e candy bars
for $1 at any area Redi Mart
location and receive a FREE
ticket to the Murray gamel

w

Athletic Ticket Office

126 Alumni Coliseum
(606)622-2122
Students FREE with valid ID
•»

•

.
Chad Queen, editor
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Sports
Calhoun
b-ballera
borders
subpar
Has Eastern come to
expect mediocrity from
it* men's basketball
team?
Under coach Mike Calhoun,
the Colonels have struggled to
good starts and in tome <
good)
sons.
Back
during the
1994" 1995
season, his
team played
the first IS
games with
an abysmal
two wins
sprinkled in
CHAD QUEEN
around 13
Onttmi
losses.
mmammmmmm Thatyear
the squad
dosed out the campaign playing
close to .500 ball, winning seven
and losing eight of their final
contests. The team still finished
sub par at (9-19 overall, 6-10
conference).
Could the same fate await
this year's squad?
After 13 games this season,
Calhoun's team comes weighing
in with four wins and nine losses.
Coach Calhoun is now in his
fifth year as the master of
Eastern's canvas. His overall picture doesnt paint a very rosy
one During his stay as head
coach at Eastern, he has
amassed 54 wins along with 68
losses.
Granted, some of those losses have come at die hands of
prominent teams such as
Indiana, UNLV. Ohio State and
Kentucky. After finishing 15-12
overall 1992-1993, his first tecson, his teams haven't produced
winning overall records, while
the last two years also posting
losing Ohio Valley Conference
records.
Playing big name schools will
affect any overall record, often
for the worst Examining conference records serves as a better evaluation. Calhoun's OVC
record, including games played
through Wednesday, is 35-38.
Calhoun's conference record
is close to .500, but is close an
indicator of success?
Even beyond his team's performance on the court, his portfolio includes the punching incident last year between Austin
Peay assistant coach Tony
Collins and Calhoun after a loss
to the Govs. That incident garnered a one game suspension
for Calhoun, and along with his
record should be grounds to
closely examine Coach
Calhoun's future status on campus.
Each year, every sports
coach's contract is up for review
and renewal
1 think you look at anyone's
evaluation performance and add
extenuating circumstances that
might influence performance,"
Eastern Athletic Director Robert
Baugh said.

OVC committee to study stability
have left the conference in football.
Morehead State
played its first season this
At the separate Ohio
past year in the non-scholValley Conference meetarship ranks, while Austin
ing of the NCAA
Peay's path has been
Convention Sunday, unicleared to do the same
versity presidents gathnext season.
ered and one issue
Middle
appeared to come up freTennessee still plans to
quently.
move up to I-A football,
The discussion had to
but recently decided to
do with what can we do
postpone the date from
to improve the football
the 1998 campaign to the
stability in the OVC," runderburk
1999 season.
Eastern President Hanly chaws OVC
Funderburk will
Funderburk said.
committee
chair the OVC committee
Starting with the 1996
studying football. Also on
season and looking ahead
to 1999, three OVC schools will board are Tennessee State

BTCWDQUTOI
Sports editor

President James Hefner, Eastern
Illinois President David Jorns and
Southeast Missouri State President
Dale Nitzschke.
"We can find more institutions
who want to play football at the level
we're playing it," Funderburk said.
Funderburk mentioned developing a tier system as a possibility for
the future of the league.
The possible tier system could
be divided into three tiers, according to Funderburk.
In the first tier would be schools
with a full complement of scholarships. A second tier could comprise
schools not fully funded with scholarships, and a final tier would be
comprised of non-scholarship pro

Govs enter non-scholarship play
PROQACM STAFF RB«O«T

Austin Peay State University
has competed in the Ohio Valley
Conference in football since
1963. Beginning next season,
Peay will move to the non-scholarship level and out of the OVC
in I-AA football
"To continue where we were
and the lack of success that
we've had. Dr. Rinella (Peay
President) felt thafs the move
he had to make," said Brad
Kirtley, Peay sports information
director.

The Governors finished last
season with no wins and seven
losses In the conference, as well
as winless overall in 10 tries.
During its 33 years in conference football, Peay amassed 81
wins, 153 losses and two ties.
At the NCAA annual convention just concluded yesterday
from Nashville, Tenn., OVC
school presidents OK'd the petition presented by Peay not to
compete in conference football
effective for the 1997 season.
Peay will still compete in the
OVC in alt other sports except
football

Kidd named VP of
coaches association

ttli'ift

BTCWDQUCEN

Sports editor
The American Football Coaches
Association has been in existence
since 1922. After their annual meeting last week, the Colonel constant on the Eastern football scene
for 33 years moved up within the
organization.
Coach Roy Kidd is the new vice
president of the AFCA.
Kidd's new position is within an
association that if football is
attached to the name or responsibilities, the AFCA will probably be
involved.
"We touch every entity that is
involved with football—even down
to Pop Warner," said Mel Pulliam,
head of media relations.
Beginning in 1991, Kidd was
one of 17 members on the board of
trustees, and leading into the vice
presidentship, last year he served
as second vice president
^
According to the AFCA office,
membership in this organization is
over 8,000 football coaches from
every level—high school up to the
professional venue. This nationwide association also has a somewhat international flavor in dealing
with the Canadian Football League.

"We touch every
entity that is
Involved with
football.
Mel Pulliam,
AFCA media relations
»
While Kidd has been on the
board, there is an item he said
sticks out in his mind. He said it
happened three or four years ago.
"The one thing that I did was
the national I-A football champions
got a trophy, but no other national
divisions got one," Kidd said. "I
worked to change that"
There is only one more rung on
the ladder of the AFCA to be
attained, and that is the one in
charge.
"If you stay in college coaching
long enough, youll become president," Kidd said.
As for Kidd's new post within
the board, Pulliam said Kidd has a
say in everything.
"Hell direct policies of the organization and do a lot for the game
of football," Pulliam said.

Women win two;
men drop four

Don KnoWTrogrsei

PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Dec. 21 vs. Samford
(L) 72-77

Just as students and staff were
taking a break for the past three
weeks. Eastern's men's and
women's basketball teams continued their playing schedules.

Calhoun on the Colonels:
"The team is showing character
and improvement in the basic fundamentals of the aspects of the
game, which is mental toughness."

Colonels over the holidays :
(1-4,1-1 OVC)

Lady Cotonets: (2-1. 2-0 OVC)

Jan. 6 vs. Tennessee Tech
(L) 54-72

Batter Up!

Jan. 4 vs. Middle Tennessee
(W) 79-77

Senior Sal Davis showed off his swing at the first day of spring baseball practice Monday, indoors in part of
Alumni Coliseum. Davis is a Colonel football player trying to work his way onto the team. Eastern coach
Jim Ward said over the break the squad was supposed to run and workout in preparation for the upcoming
season. Over the course of the next month, Ward said the focus will be on skills. He also said the Colonels'
performance would be helped t they can practice outside by the first week in February. The team's first
contests of the spring come Feb. 14-16 in Mississippi against Ole Miss.

lona Christmas Tournament
(at Rochelle, N.Y.):
Dec. 28 vs. Northeastern
(L) 69-79
Dec. 27 vs. Richmond
(L) 60-78

Jan. 5 vs. Tennessee Tech
(W) 75-72
Jan. 4 vs. Middle Tennessee
(W) 91-73
Dec. 30 at Detroit Mercy (L) 54-71

Inman on the Lady Colonels:
"We may get beat, but they sort
of refuse to lose," Inman said.
"Somebody steps up, and says
we're not gonna lose."

► Women's Basketball

Lady Colonels sit second in conference after two weekend wins
Eastern could
extend its four
game winning
streak tonight

From the confines of Alumni
Coliseum, Inman's squad sports a 21 confere n c e
record.
Cast em
Barely a
Murrey
month into
Ohio Valley
State
Conference
play, the
Whan: 2 p.m.
Sports mOtor
Lady
Saturday
Colonels
Eastern women's basketball
basketball
coach Larry Joe Inman has cooked
team is in a
UT-Martln
up a formula for success.
tight
conWhen: 2 p.m.
"If you can win on the road,
ference
Sunday
thafs a tremendous plus," Inman
race.
Where: Alumni
said. "You must win at home."
"As they
CoSseum
The Lady Colonels have taken
say, parity
Radio: 1340 AM
care of winning on the road, winruns ramning both conference road trips at
WEKY
pant,"
Southeast Missouri State Saturday
Eastern
71-55 and at Eastern Illinois 7969
coach Larry
Joe Inman said.
Monday night

Only two games separate the
first four teams in the conference,
with Austin Peay out front (S6 overall, 5-1 OVC). Inman's team is a
close second, one-half game out of
first place (84 overall, 4-1 OVC).
Beginning tonight. Eastern plays
the next three games in which two
of their three opponents are ranked
at the bottom of the conference.
Tonight, Morehead State entertains the maroon and white.
Morehead (2-10 overall, 04 OVC) is
ranked last in the 10-team conference
Saturday, the Lady Colonels
return home to tip off against
Murray State (4-9 overall, 14 OVC)
at 2 p.m. from Alumni Coliseum.
The Racers record ties them for
eighth in the conference.
Sunday, the team's competition,
by rankings, tightens up as
Martin (6-5 overall, 3-1

K

OVC) comes to town for another 2
p.m. tipoff at home. Martin is tied
with Tennessee Tech for third
place in the conference.
During the next stretch of
games, Eastern's defense, which is
ranked the No. 1 team in conference play, allowing 64 points per
game, may be tested by key individuals.
Stephanie Minor, of Murray, is
fourth in the conference in scoring
with a 19.2 points per game average
"I don't think you can stop a
player like Stephanie Minor, you
can just slow her down," Inman
said.
Two Lady Colonels are scoring
threats to opposing teams, as
Chrissy Roberts and Laphelia Doss
both cracked the top 20 in the conference. Doss claims 14th place
with an 11.1 average and Roberts is
18th with 10.4 points per contest.

Don Kntgw/Prbgwas
Coach Larry Joe Inman taJks to his team in a time out during a recent game.
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Colonels hope to find winning ways
JT KWSTT QOWT
AsBiatant aporr* *ofkx

Don Knight /Progress
Matt Sknoraacorad 12 points in
tha OotOMby loss Monday night

without the services of one of the
According to Betty
upperclassmen leaders, Marty Werner, Associate Director of
Athletics for Internal Affairs, Bess
Thomas.
The Colonels will be back in
"We are a young team that has has been cleared to resume play
action tonight
at
only two players that immediately.
an individual act affects
Morehead State to try to
have more than two the"When
group, it hurts the team,"
rebound from their Easternyears experience," Calhoun said.
three-game losing streak.
Calhoun said.
The Colonels were led by strong
They face a Morehead Murray
Eastern now sits plays from Aaron Cecil with 16
State team that is <M in State
tied for sixth place in points along with four other
the
Ohio
Valley
the OVC with 13 con- Colonels also scoring in double digConference and 2-10 When: 4:15 p.m.
ference games remain- its: Inskeep 13, Sutton 12, Simons
Saturday
12 and Fitzgerald 10.
overall.
ing.
According to Calhoun, the last
Eastern has lost some EastarnMonday night,
very close games this
the Colonels traveled to 10 minutes of the first half was
they lost control of the
season, and Calhoun said UT-Martin
Eastern Illinois, (6-6 where At
the half. Eastern was
overall 1-1 OVC), and game.
this fact has built some When: 7:30 p.m.
down 27 -45 and went on to only
Monday
were
defeated
77-84.
character in his team.
lose by 7 points.
The Colonels
"You really have to Where: Alumni
Eastern will be returning to their
Cotseum
were without starter home floor Saturday at 4:15 p.m to
praise that we have had
Carlos Bess Monday face Murray State which is 2-2
the opportunity as a team Radio: 1340 AM
WEKY
night because he was (OVC) and 7-5 overall.
to hang tough and be in
"The team is showing character
deemed temporarily
a position to win the
improvement in the basic fungame," Calhoun said.
ineligible for failing to and
damentals of the aspects of the
have
rade
Besides the close ballgames,
* <
poated for the game, which is mental toughness,"
Eastern has also had to compete University Writing Requirement.
Calhoun said.

Shooting forward to miss
season due to injury
BvKiwsTfGsJBrr
Assistant sports editor

to bulge in his beck.
The day that he suffered the
painful back injury was Oct. 4
This day sticks in my mind,"
As the Colonels were continuing
conference play, Marty Thomas Thomas said.
Presently he is
was catching the games
going through rehab and
on radio at his home in
physical therapy three
Ashland.
days a week to strengthen
Thomas has been
his back and stomach musgranted a medical redcles. Also, he has heat and
shirt and did not travel
ice treatments for his back.
with the team during the
1 can see some
break. He opted to spend
improvement and feel
Christmas at home with
some relief," Thomas said.
his family.
According
to
Thomas started 14
Coach Calhoun, the team
games last year and was
the Colonels' leading Thomas will red- is definitely better with
returning scorer with shirt this saason. Marty than without
"We need a new
12.7 points per game. He
someone to step up and
played in the first four
regular season games of the season take his role," Calhoun said.
Thomas said that being unable
suffering from back pain.
It was decided that receiving the to play basketball and having to
medical red shirt was the best watch from the sidelines has really
option and the best thing for him
put things in prospective for him
Thomas said u is thought that he
"You really take it (basketball)
injured his back b.' intense related for granted until you can't play,"
weight lifting whicn caused a disc Thomas said.

Welcome Back
EKU Student si
10% Student Discount with ID
Custom Shirt Finishing Silk Cleaning Alterations Repairs
205 Water Si -Downtown Richmond
Mon - Fri 7 am. • 5 30 p.m
Sat 7 am • 1 p m
623-6244

.SUBWAY"

►Track

Hawkins breaks
Eastern indoor record
Pwoowcss Srvy ftewjai

Rules are made to be broken, at leaat that's what they
say. In this case, running
records are made to be broken.
Before the break. Eastern's
track team ventured to
Lexington to compete against
Kentucky.
Felecia Hawkins broke the
200 meter indoor school track
record held by Eastern grad
and former Olympian Jackie
Humphrey.
The record was set in 1988
with Humphrey finishing in
24.70 seconds. This feat was
tied once by Nicole Embry in
1994.
Hawkins broke the record by
two-hundredths of a second in
24.6a
The new record holder said
it took a while for the feat to
sink in.

Buying USED Textbooks
Will Save YOU CASH!

210 St George St
Mon. - Fri 7 a.m. 5.30 p.m Sat 7 a.m. -1pm
624-4268

Welcome

Start the year right by eating healthy.

"It took a good 20 minutes
for me to know I broke the
record," Hawkins said. "We had
to wait for the official time."
Saturday, Hawkins and the
team return to Lexington and
the Nutter Field House to compete, this time against not only
Kentucky,
but
other
Southeastern
Conference
schools. Georgia and South
Carolina will be there, with
Middle Tennessee State and
Western as other possible
teams.
As for Hawkins, her desired
result is very certain.
"I set a goal for this weekend
to try and break my record and
to qualify—get that out of the
way," Hawkins said.
The qualifying event
Hawkins mentioned is the
NCAA
Indoor
Track
Championships.

Wfty yoo cart get a
Whole Meal with only
ams of fat.
Fresh, Fast and Friendly (and Healthy!),
the Subway promise.'

WE DELIVER!
Located on the corner of Second & Water

UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD
PRESENTS

"Look for the Sign"
• More Used
Textbooks

• Discounts
• Fast Check-out

• EKU Clothing
• Student Employees
• No Lines-No WaltNo Wait-No Fight

Bf • Check Cashing

•GIFTS

• School Supplies

• Buying Dally

• Lot's of Fun and
Stuff

• Visa-MastercardDiscover Card-Grant
Checks-Personal
Checks

**Plus...Prlzes.
\

• Art Supplies

WED • JAN 22 • 9 PM

LOU ANGELWOLF
Lou has performed over 2,000
shows in 40 states and is a rock
solid act! He has appeared on the
following television shows: Comedy Tonite, Comedy Gallery, Body
Beautiful-Emcee, ABC's "Good
Morning Show," Comedy All-Stars,
and Johnny Walker Laugh-Off. In
addition to appearing with Jay Leno,
Lou has also performed with Rita
Rudner, Brian Regan, Tommy
Chong, George Wallace . . . andt
many more.
DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE
TO SEE LOU PERFORMI

Your BookatOfB

THE U.B.S. ADVANTAGE
How About It-Students!
Tired of the Same Old Line Hassle?
CHECKOUT
UBS AND
AVOID ALL
THOSE
LO. NG
CAMPUS
LINES

COMING TO POWELL GRILL

Shop A Compare
• MORE USED TEXTBOOKS
• STORE WIDE DISCOUNTS
•FREE CHECK CASHING
• NO WAITING-FAST CHECK OUT
• STUDENTS DOING BUSINESS
WITH STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY
JAN 29 •9 PM

JUST JUNE

INSTANT CASH
YEAR-ROUND BOOK BUYING
BUYING BOOKS TOOAYI

We're open: Mon.-Fri, 9 a.m.-7 p.m.; Sat & Sun. until 5 p.m.
January 18-January 19-January 20-January 28

4& 1090 Lancaster Road
^ JUST OFF-CAMPUS
\

CENTER
[astern Kentucky University

!tt

PRESENTED-

WEDNESDAYS AT 9 PM

POWELL GRILL
k\

<

Bo The Castem Progress, Thu«c»«y.ji*u«yie,iw7

40%
cowhide

T

8%

bubble gum

14%
rubber

cocker spaniel
residue

1-800-C0LLECT

®

M4%
SAVINGS

Dial I-800-C0LLECT and save up to 44%:

fir lii|-llituci calls. Iiiii|i lllll ll l 3-slllll HIT ipintir liilil lilintlli till.

<

<

Head-spinning ^neAcccccccccccccccelerated h'eart

rate

Uncontrollable staggering. Cold sweats.
Just another Friday night off campus?

No'

it's an eye-t>oppin\'jaw-droppin',
.^JL^aw^0"*'"' foou
tstompin',
ear-witchin", get-outta-thc-kitchen

day at Busch Gardens,Tampa Bay

riding the bad^est collection of coasters anywhere.
MIMA The lonjest. burnt roler coaster in At Soutfceast foul scream throufti the VMM's larjest mtkal iMf
(•WniiiiMiiiiiJVMr >H«| OMftad fA*-**-**-**").« cobra rol pua-haiu-h*alia"), and a verDcal
spiral nU-b-kx-ta-««fch") al M m.p.h. before final; bnopt you bad m fWW").
IIIMII--The world's lafjest mrerted roler coaster. It's fast.forceful and has a crappy attitude.Out minute you're
pufbnf "! Gs. the not you're foot.* al three seconds of IMal weifMessness. Do « a favor, eat bmdi after

Tifht, compact fuck. Tou (O up slowfy. TVnyou(odo»nfaslTbenyo«slai«bcefirstiMta3Ma
foop. Then. on.... wel you lend to forget ewrytmnf else after the 3 M
PYTNM Go > the boodnmal Get inside one of the hf washers don*, the spin cycle. Now have someone push
the entire tfonf off the ran of the Grand Canyon. Ton pt the picture

-BUSCH
GARDENS

Call 1-800-42-KUMBA
to book Spring Break vacations
for as low as $79*
♦POvS

TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA •

faddfo mduoM 2 nlgha accommodKiom * 2 •Mtkfcao to tucnGordm. Tampa tar.
Nohajnl boood on por-evion/ooubfa occupancy

•r.howv^M^^^/N/
I Apr* W. I*»7. PIU MS7C/MetA

Hotter Than Ever!
Daytona Beach's Spring Break '97 will be the
best on the plant!. With everything from free
concerts to a gigantic job fair, you can count
on Daytona Beach delivering.
What can you expect to find at Spring Break
in Daytona Beach? The first thing you will see
is a wall of people. So, you will have a few
thousand students to keep you from getting
lonely. While there is a neverending list of
things to do, the beach rules while the sun is
up. The beach is nearly thirty miles long and
over 500 feet wide. It is perfect for volleyball,
Frisbee, bicycling, motor scooters or cruising.
Students who drive to Daytona Beach are

surprised to find you can drive on most
stretches of the beach.
The beach is also dotted with companies who
offer entertainment.jaffiduct samples and
other f reebies
20 and 21. the third
re%kjCareer
annual Da;
■B SuflSpree.
Fair will be held at
It's free and you can MtMfl^come rjjht off the
beach, fill out a mini-resume form ana interview with dozens of emptbyers for jobs and
internships.
^M
Other Spring Break events scheduled are the
Sports Illustrated Spring Break Beach Club
'97 and Gatorade's Spring Break Village.

When the sun goes down, Daytona Beach's
night clubs draw huge crowds. There are
about a dozen clubs and sports bars that
have special Spring Break promotions.
For more information on Spring Break events
or accommodations at Daytona Beach,
check out http://www.daytonabreak.com
on the World Wide Web.

TkBigaes?
Spring &t&ftrAriytvhete
s

Last year, MTV searched for the best place to
spend Spring Break and found it at Panama
City Beach, Florida. So did more than half a
million college students.
With 27 miles of America's most beautiful
beaches and more Breakers than any other
destination, Panama City Beach is the world's
biggest party waiting to happen, ghat's tare,
it's the perfect road trip. PCB jCTheshortesT.
drive distance in Florida frorryiosLjMH? of 0
the United States.
^
T
£

*Cit*

Cojnm <* Pitt— PO""" B••0"',

PCB's emerald green
waters and spectacular
sand beaches are
unmatched
anywhere...and they're
free to all Breakers with
a towel and the need
for a perfect tan! In fact,
no matter where you go in PCB, you'll find
great value on a tight budget. There's a wide
variety of cool (and inexpensive) activities,
such as beach volleyball, wind surfing and
para-sailing. Check out the
numerous free activities
sponsored by hotels such as
the Holiday Inn SunSpree,
Ramada, Days Inn and the
Boardwalk Beach Resort.
Whether you're working on
your tan or checking out the
mobile scenery, you'll never
get bored on this beach.
When the sun goes down,
PCB gets even hotter. Two
of the largest nightclubs in
the world-Spinnaker and
Club La Vela-are located
here and scores of smaller
clubs line the beach. Music
ranges from classic rock to
acid grunge and technojungle to country. Name the kind of music
you like and you'll find it in PCB.
You'll also discover food for all tastes and
budgets in PCB. Whether you crave a huge
seafood buffet or a submarine sandwich, you

I

■6

can stay within your budget and eat in your
bathing suit. All restaurants honor the
beach's mandatory dress code...casual.
One of the best things about Spring Break in
Panama City Beach is-believe it or
not-the police. You can
party on the beach and
the local cops are
ready cool. In fact, they
are so cool here, some ■
cops actually have been
seen welcoming students. (Hard to
imagine...but it has
happened, it means that
the city realty wants
Breakers to come and
haveHavL
M
So why sit in iront at the
tube and watch it happen,
when you can be part of the fun? There
are 18,000 hotel rooms, but they are filling
fast. CaM 1-800-PCBEACH or cruise the
Panama City Beach Web site at
ht^V/vvww.travelfile.com/get?pcbeach
to find out more.

aftft

Panama City Beac

1
^

PMtAQt hclin, Inc.
We know what subjects really interest students:
'milesof white sand beaches, crystal-cleat ,
waters, hot night life, cool parties, great fishing,
tennis, golf, volleyball, tasty food, and affordable
accommodations. You'll find them all here on
Panama Qty Beach Florida. Which puts us at the
head of the class for {bring Break destinations.
far a free Spring Break Guide, cal MOOJCKACH
T
or write to Panama City Beach Convention and
Visitors Bureau, P.O. Box 9473, Panama City Beach,
"L3M17.

*
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Spring Break I leadquarters!
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Your Party Package

Special

NIV.IH

I \u L.i'-i -.

Includes all this stuffi
• Gulf front accommodations f

$32"

• Next door to the Super Oubc •
• Wad activities, FREE entertainment •
• Poobide giveaways, FREE Passes •

Call How!
.800.224.GULF
9450 S. Thomas Dr. • Panama City Beach, Fl 3S408
http^/lnteroz.com/boardwalk
flO. 0a tart on o* pat. quint ore* .7 mgf« n*i My. "50 nc *p lanon ■ dw**. caWM* art onl|r

^ofciAcu}^ WkV
SunSprcc Resort
Pan^m* City Bcch Florid*

DAYS INN
BEACH

1-800-633-0266
Ai-.i.-t:... VrnuA ~-y l
III'

I i.,ni H, ,. I, K.».i<l

CRAMADA

Get A Great &each Attitude At

Gre?t R9tes
♦ center «f All the FUN
♦ Furnished Kitchenettes

9900 S. Thomjw Drtw
Fkruma City Beach,
Florida 3240S
Reservation©:
1-«OO-074-66e7
orftK904-233-S471

$ANCWER
BEACON,
PEK I

C3c
JWftaM, /WL

A/o*r7 on PawmuT^^MKfrrules! Right next door to Harpoon Harry's and
Hooters, and dangerously close to Spinnaker and Club La Vela, and all the
best restaurants and shops. Chateau is really the #1 choice for your break!
From just $149 a week There are other deals too for 4, 5,&6 night packages.
Just call us for details, or visit our web site: chateau-motel.com.
(Stvtn *ithl fickle. Room with 2 faaV, Bmml em .**d .uufmncj. S.me ttmiclint tfflf. One fdrkmf fta ptr room

1-800-874-8826 www.chateau-motel.com
< ll\ll 1/ \K)111 • 12525 I Kf>\ I HI If // R<) \l) • PANAMA UT\ HI \( II. II 12W

1 INI
I HOI \l"
■

Hi ••'

I : \< II PA I'.III'.
I Nl
ITES UP ti
Ptl
Kl 1CHENI
>WAVI
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CAI I. 1 800-H74 8828
FOR FREE INFO1
17403 FRONT BEACH RD •
PANAMA CITY BEACH, H iX4ii
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Go International!

Be a Beach Bum

Shop! Shop!

Cancun is the most popular international
Spring Break destination. This year, a
record number of Spring Breakers are
expected to hit the beaches. There is
never a dull moment in Cancun, whether
under the water or inside one of its sizzling mega-nightclubs. You can always find
something fun to do in Cancun.

Cancun's beaches are famous for their
powdery white sand and the calm waters
of Bahia de Mujeres. On the eastern
shore, the playful Caribbean Sea also
offers extraordinary beaches. It's a long
trek for a beach bum to see all of
Cancun's beaches. Try it!

You can literally shop till you drop in
Cancun. There are numerous pl<laa^
shopping centers and open markl
ilkan^B^k
Cancun-Flamingo Plaza, Kukulkarfl
aracol^^k
Plaza, Plaza Lagunas, Plaza Caracoll
and Ki-Huic Market. You can always find
great deals on Mexican crafts, silver,
sportswear and even designer clothing.

a

STUDENT EXPRESS, INC.
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SPACE SELLING FAST
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Ruin Your
Day
Do Something Different

Chichen Itza,
Tulti and Coba
Experience a bull fight. They
are just a few
occur every Wednesday
archeological
afternoon at 3:30 p.m. in
ruins that make
Cancun. You can enter the
great day trips
bull ring and view many other
while in
Mexican traditions.
Cancun. Visit
the Temple of
Whatever you like to do, you can find it
the Jaguars and in Cancun.
the Cenote or
Sacrad Well,
!_For more information on Cancun and
which
ifccommodations, call the Caribbean
main I
rganization at 212-682-0435.
Mayan s
ficewf vi
and A Id re i
There%
numero
operators in
Cancun that
can take care of
all the arrangements.

normally suffices. Driving across the border
into Mexico is legal, but be sure to carry proof
of insurance in your car. If you get into a
fender bender in Mexico, you are "guilty until
proven innocent" under Mexican law. Due to
recent changes in Mexican law, "mordida" (a
bribe) is not recommended, so just go with
the flow and be careful.

and salary, wkte, SCfflC ... ftsfriK. /tesafc. ftz Padre/
Al top/cat9k&^dthats lastrf/vt'far tie rites oftSpring.
South Padre is the center of the party universe during Spring Break '97. And, if that's
not enough, you can salsa on down to Mexico
for a spicy taste of night life south of the
border. South Padre Spring Break jf
it gets!

Mega-fun, mini-bucks
This year, the annual Spring Break party wilf
be better than ever. More than 125,000 book
weary, but cost conscious, college students
will make the southern migration to the sunny
beaches of the always popular and valuepacked South Padre Island.
Hotels, condos,

motelsB
pride tfl
(See t|
crash.
will also be will be lots of activities
I championships, Hoope
basketball tournament, sand cast
lions and loads of free promos, su
shirts, sunglasses, hats and cold
■pu^VadreeviU
%e^Bve"--to geti
won't need to take'
■j
tohav

Ill

--■

Gateway to South Padre Island
Harlingen's Valley International Airport offers
the most convenient way to get to South
Padre Island. American, Continental, Southwest and
riguest
all
Harlingen
to, flv and
^■ur
time on
the b«a<
not in

an

Two-nation <
Bi
Don't forgfl
Eire's
only 25 mM rom Wp^co.
Spring Break vi
^witt^
enjoy the colorful ambiance of nearby
'
Matamoros. Along with
bright serapes, silver
jewelry, leather goods
and hand-woven blankets, Matamoros
features some of the
hottest fajitas and
coldest drinks along the border.
Customs is pretty laid back and proof of
citizenship in the form of a driver's license

out
c on the Net
Wf South Padre Island's World Wide Web
pne (http://www.sopadre.com) and check out
this year's Spring Break action. With hot shots
and cool contests, it's your link to the never
ending fun. You could also win a trip for two to
South Padre Island. In fact, lots of gnsat skiff
is given away every week. Or, cali.^ <i^^*
toll-free 1-800-SO-PADRE for
more information.

f
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SPRING BREAK
■"

lW

FIND AZTEC-TEX ON THE WEB
P

A

Breakers that Know How to Break...
Break at the Best...Let's Party!!!
Beachtide Condominiums
It Rooms Available

"Fro* CWli»» T-Shirt
for th» first 1.000 to book"

Sheraton Fiesta
South Padre bland

together... we re going places

■RACK RrMOMT

vm. wn «t: wijiiwiiiiiiiinn

Padre South

The hottest place to Padre!
: are coins fast Cal 210-761-49S1 today!

Paore SMrtk, 1500 Ct* iMlevart1, Sort P**e klaW, n 78587
21»-7«1-4>SI fix 210-781 4»51 xt. lit

If

Radisson.
Spring Break &
Coca-Cola

Party
Headquarters
I Located en ten acres
beachfront

o

IK

iKtnitmt 1 mhrmtbm Cal

1*00222-4010

I-2107614531

Take A Break...It's Spring Break!
Blast Off for the Holidays at the
"Best" Beachside Inn.

THIS!
Trying to decide where to go for Spring
Break? Go surfing...on the net.
.

*

Many of the most popular
Spring Break destinations have multiple pages on a
variety of Web
sites. (Info is
literally like
everywhere!)
The sites list
information
on the
region,
activities,
tourist
attractions,
local
hotels and
nightclubs.
There are
also Spring
Break Web
sites that are not
destination specific,
such as http://
www.springbreak.com/. Many sites
also throw in juicy beach pictures to
entice you to come to their sunny
location.
Each January, destinations start listing
their local Spring Break events, such as what concerts are happening,
which corporate sponsors are
coming and where you can find
the traditional beach beauty
contests. Don't worry if you're searching

+

for wet T-shirt contests, you can find
them on the Web, too. Below is a list of
web sites for popular Spring Break
locations. Surf at your
leisure...remember this list is only a
start...
Cancun
http://www.cancun.com/
http://www.studentexpress.com
http://www.iminet.com/mexico/
cancun.html
Dayjona Beach
http://www.localdaytona.com
http://www.daytonabreak.com
http://
www.daytonaqhamber.com
Florida
http://florida.com/fl_fact.htm
http://www.goflorida.com/
http://orchid-isle.com/fl/flcounty.htm
Fort Lauderdale
http://www.co.broward.fl.us/
sunny.htm
http://q.paradise.net/online/
http://www.ftlauderdale.com
Panama City Beach
http://interoz.com/springbreak/
http://www.travelfile.com/get7pcbeach
http://pc.gulfnet.com/baycounty.htm *
South Padre Island
http://www.sopadre.com
http://www.io.com/~iaa/spimain.htm
http://www.studentexpress.com

Then dive te&ojtee Internet access with AI&T WorklNer Service*

I

Ihisisa limfted-timeofietsocal] now 1800 654-0471, ext 52189

AT&T
Your True Choice
,i iuiiiwuiiiin>i»nninii»i
iHiiiniiiii"Tr"innrrnr -r
.^-r~^^^~F~-^^^~-'~.i~~^..~^^^.^^.i^^.^^m^,m.^.i^Mii^,
immiw imfpmmamt
»*iyiM»o»»—<■■ mmm* omuu nu**tm*t
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3 Krystals, Regular Chili,
Small Fries &
Small
Drink $3.79*
One coupon per person, per visit

3 Krystals. Small Fries
& Small Drink $2.89'
One coupon per person, per visit
Good at participating Krystal Restaurants
"Plus tax, cheese is extra Offer expires 2/10/97

Good at participating Krystal Restaurants
"Plus tax. cheese is extra. Offer expires 2/10/97

6 Bacon Cheese
Krystals $3.79*
One coupon per person, per visit.
Good at participating Krystal Restaurants.
"Plus tax Offer expires 2/10/97

3KRYSFSD

^

1 Krystal Sunriser"
& Small Coffee $1.09'
One coupon per person, per visit
Good at participating Krystal Restaurants
"Plus tax Offer expires 2/10/97

1SRSC0F

10 Krystals $4.39*
One coupon per person, per visit
Good at participating Krystal Restaurants
'Plus tax. cheese is extra Offer expires 2/10/97

10/439

Custom Country
Breakfast $1.99'
One coupon per person, per visit
Good at participating Krystal Restaurants
"Plus tax For Ham or Hash Browns add 10c each. I
Offer expires 2/10/97
|

CBKF/199

3 Krystals, Small Fries
& Small Drink $2.89'
One coupon per person, per visit.
Good at participating Krystal Restaurants.
•Plus tax. cheese is extra. Otter expires 2/10/97

1 Krystal Sunriser™
& Small Coffee $1.09'
One coupon per person, per visit.
Good at participating Krystal Restaurants
"Plus tax Offer expires 2/10/97

3 Krystals, Regular Chili,
Small Fries &
Small
Drink $3.79*
One coupon per person, per visit
Good at participating Krystal Restaurants
'Plus tax, cheese is extra Otter expires 2/10/97

10 Krystals $4.39*
One coupon per person, per visit
Good at participating Krystal Restaurants
"Plus tax. cheese is extra Offer expires 2/10/97

6 Bacon Cheese
Krystals $3.79*
One coupon per person, per visit.
Good at participating Krystal Restaurants
"Plus tax Offer expires 2/10/97

Custom Country
Breakfast
$1.99'
One coupon per person, per visit

&

^^
Good at participating Krystal Restaurants. ™ '
"Plus tax For Ham or Hash Browns add 10c each

GET YOUR FAIR SHARE

STUDENTS & LDUCATORS:
You Won'i Find Bcitci Magazine
Deals Am uhcic!
,
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> EVERY STUDENT IS ELIGIBLE FOR SOME
TYPE OF FINANCIAL AID REGARDLESS
OF GRADES OR FAMILY INCOME

> RESULTS GUARANTEED
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS.
GRANTS AND LOANS
Student Services has a databank of over
180.000 listings for scholarships, feHowsntpa.
grants and loans, representing billions of dollars
in private sector funding. We can provide you
with a list of funding sources most appropriate
to your background and education goals.
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